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Preface and Summary

The Newsletter '80 in Stereology is subdivided in a first part devoted

to the ISS history and a second part containing original papers on the

subject.

Almost two decades have past, since the ISS was founded in 1961. Reason

enough for looking back briefly. Hans Eckart Exner, elected president for

the period 1980-1983, introduces thepresent Newsletter,followed by a re

port on the foundation by G. Bach in 1963 and a general information on

goals and structure of the ISS. As required in a discussion during the

last international congress of the ISS, the by-laws of the society as

filed with the US registration of the society are reprinted. It should be

mentioned here that the ISS is also registered in Germany, the by-laws are

similar with exception of such items which are regulated by regionallaws.

Additional rules for running the society (e.g. definition of membership

and statement of dues, rules for elections and additional information on

duties of committee chairmen and regional representatives) have been or

will be established on the basis of these by-laws. So in fact their re

publication is at least partly a look back into history as weil as a view

of the presence. Furthermore, the few available issues of "Stereologia"

are reprinted in this issue. "Stereologia" served as the official bulletin

of the ISS before it was substituted by the "Newsletter in Stereology" in

the earlyseventieths.Thereproduction of these issues seems to be worth

while due to the fact that only a few copies have been printed and now

are not available to a larger readership.

The original articles of the second part deal wi th topics of widespread

interest due to the interdisciplinary character of stereology. The paper

on the analysis of unflat surfaces is a contribution from the field of

life sciences and is considered to stimulate interest in this problematic

topic. The second paper is areport on the stereological analysis in granu

lometry and the third paper discusses the quantitative microstructural

analysis of materials with respect to stereology and materials properties.

On occasion of that selection it may be declared for those accustomed to

the "referee-style" of common journals, that the Newsletter is not based

on these methods, but encourages everybody to discuss critically the

articles published or re-published here by comments in the Newsletter it

self.



This Newsletter ends with an information on forthcoming events in stereo-

logy and contains also a review on books edited by or for the International

Society for Stereology and other monographs of interest in the field,as well as

an information on the second official publication of ISS,the Journal of Micro-

scopy.

The Editor

Zusammenfassung

Der Newsletter '80 besteht aus zwei Teilen, deren erster der Geschichte der
Internationalen Stereologischen Gesellschaft gewidmet ist, während der zweite
TeilOriginalmitteilungen enthält.

Fast zwei Jahrzehnte sind vergangen, seit im Jahre 1961 die "International
Society of Stereology" gegründet wurde. Der 1980 gewählte Präsident
Hans Eckart Exner leitet den Newsletter 1980 ein. Danach folgt G. Bach's
ISS-Gründungsreport sowie ein Abdruck der damals definierten Ziele, Organi
sationsformen und Statuten. Auf dem letzten ISS-Kongreß in Salzburg 1980 wur
de dieser Abdruck gewünscht. Es sei erwähnt, daß diese Statuten außer in den
USA auch in Deutschland registriert sind und durch gegenwartsbezogene Aussa
gen zu wichtigen Dingen wie Mitgliedschaft, Pflichten der Präsidiumsmitglie
der, Wahlen und dergleichen ergänzt werden sollen. Die "historischen" Sta
tuten bilden daher auch die Basis für ISS-Gegenwart.

Bevor der wissenschaftliche "Newsletter in Stereologie" mit Beginn der 70'er
Jahre herauskam, gab es das ISS-Bulletin. Auszüge aus diesem "Newsletter
Vorläufer" zusammen mit einem Überblick über stereologische Bücher und Ar-
tikel im Journal of Microscopy schließen den historischen Teil des Newsletter '80
ab.

Sein zweiter Teil beginnt mit der "astereologischen" Analyse nichtflacher
Oberflächen, einem Beitrag aus dem Gebiet der Bio-Wissenschaften, wird fort
gesetzt mit einem Beitrag über stereologische Methoden in der Granulometrie
und abgeschlossen mit der Anwendung der Stereologie in der werkstoffkundlichen
Gefügeanalyse. Diese über die verschiedenen Wissensgebiete breitgestreute Aus
wahl von Themen soll den interdisziplinären Charakter des Newsletters unter
streichen. Da stereologische Arbeiten zwangsläufig in den Fachzeitschriften
sehr unterschiedlicher Disziplinen erscheinen und erscheinen müssen, soll der
Newsletter eine sammelnde Informationsquelle für alle Stereologen sein, die
den Blick über die Grenzen des Fachgebietes in Sachen Stereologie erleichtert.
Die Auswahl seiner Themen erfolgt bewußt nicht nach dem - traditionell viel
fach vertraulichen - Gutachterprinzip herkömmlicher Zeitschriften. Kritiker
der Originalbeiträge sind vielmehr aufgefordert, ihre Kommentare im News
letter selbst zu veröffentlichen und damit zur wissenschaftlichen Diskussion
beizutragen.

Am Schluß des Newsletters sind stereologische Veranstaltungen der nächsten
Jahre angekündigt.

Der Herausgeber
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PRESIDENT'S NOTE

Since its foundation in 1961, the International Society for

Stereology has been successful in gathering scientists of

various discipl ines who ware interested in the evaluation of

the morphology of microstructures. Three-dimensional thinking

rather than overestimating two-dimensional information has been

weIl establ ished and a common nomencllature has been adopted

due to the efforts of our Society. Instrumental techniques for

sampIe preparation, for data collection, and for data tra~sfer

as weIl as methods of geometrical statistics and picture proc

essing provided a broad basis for the application of stereolo

gy which now has become an indespensible tool in the investi

gation of biological tissues,of minerals, as weIl as of ceramic

and metall ic materials.

Taking over the duties as President of the Society for Stereo

logiy is, first of all, a great honour and opportunity. As a

member of our Society I have watched the progress achieved by

my predecessors. Due to their enthusiasm, this Society became

a stable and at the same time dynamic organisation. The member

ship has increased steadily worldwide. Regular meetings and pu~l i

cations provide means of communication. Cooperation with other

scientific organisations has become a p~ominent feature. Our

Society is flourishing throughout.

Nevertheless, there are still open problems and unsettled tasks.

It is obvious ~hat only a relatively smal I portion of those work

ing and interested in the field of stereology have joined the so

ciety, and it is also obvious that a much larger number of people

could use stereology as a useful means for research or routine work.
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There is stil I a lack in general knowledge of the field due do I i

mited information and education, and there is still a gap between

theoretical stereology and its practical application. These facts

are a great chal lenge for our Society, and the help of each member

is needed to make significant progress.

The first half year of presidency has shown to me that, due to the

help offered by many friends and collegues, this Society has an

excellent chance to continue its success. For the years between the

International Congresses, a number of scientific meetings sponsored

by the International Society for Stereology will take place in Europe

(with the Third European Symposium in Ljubljana in June 1981 as a

main event) and, hopeful'ly, also in the United States as weIl as in

other parts of the world. Courses will be organized by members for

the Society (three have been held recently and several are scheduled).

The ISS Newsletters in Stereology and the Journal of Microscopy wil I

serve to inform membership in all aspects of stereology. In addition

to the Nomeclature Committee working successfully for a couple of

years, Committees on Education, Geometrical Statistics, Literature,

Picture Processing, and Society Rules have been founded with others

to follow.

Our Society depends on the active cooperation of indiv;ildual members.

I invite all of you to take part in the Society's activiti-es. There is

plenty to do, letls do it now, and letls do it together.

Stuttgart, Summer 1980

(D r. H. E. Exne r)
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Courtesy of;

Zeitschrift für wissenschaftliche Mikroskopie und mikroskopische Technik

S. H i r z e I Ver lag S tut t gar t

Band 65, Heft 3 (1963)

Gründung einer internationalen Gesellschaft für Stereologie

Bericht von G. Bach

Am 11. und 12. Mai 1961 fand auf Anregung und" unter Vorsitz von Herrn Professor Dr. Hans
ELIAS (Chicago Medical School) im Hotel Feldberger Hof (Schwarzwald) ein Kolloquium über das
Thema "Räumliche Deutung zweidimensionaler Bilder und Schnitte" statt. Teilnehmer waren An
gehörige der Disziplinen: Anatomie, Histologie, Pathologie, Neuropathologie, Ingenieurwissen
schaften und Mathematik.

In seiner Eröffnungsansprache ging Herr ELIAS kurz auf die Gründe ein, die ihn zur Einberufung
des Kolloquiums bewogen haben. Er betonte besonders die von ihm als Hochschullehrer gemachten
Beobachtungen, die auf ei~ immer stärker werdendes Sehfaul-Werden der Studenten schließen
lassen und folgerte daraus die Notwendigkeit ei~er sorgfältigeren Schulung der Fähigkeit zur
räumlichen Deutung von Schnitten und Projektionsbildern. Da außerdem verwandte Fragestellun
gen in so verschiedenen Disziplinen wie Biologie, Histologie, Kristallographie, Mineralogie, Metallo
graphie, Astronomie und Kosmologie auftauchen, bestehe in steigendem Maße das Bedürfnis nach
einer interdisziplinären ZUsammenarbeit, die gegenseitige Anregungen ermöglichen und Doppel
bearbeitungen vermeiden helfen solL

Nach der Eröffnungsansprache wurden von einigen Teilnehmern Kurzreferate mit folgenden.
Themen gehalten:

Professor Dr. med. H. HAsELMANN über: Zur räumlichen Wahrnehmung und Deutung mikroskopi
scher Bilder.

Privatdozent Dr. med. H. HAUG über: Probleme bei der exakte.n Zellzählung im histologischen.
Schnitt.

Dr. -Ing. A. HENNIG über: Länge eines räumlichen Linienzuges.
Dipl.-Math. Dr. G. BACH über: Die Vernachlässigung der Schnittdicke histologischer Präparate als

Ursache für Fehlauswertungen.

In der den Vorträgen folgenden Diskussion kam zur Sprache, daß es für den Praktiker oft wün
schenswert ist, neben der mathematisch exakten Lösung eines Problems, grobe Abschätzungs
formeln zu besitzen, die häufig elementar ableitbar und außerdem leichter anzuwenden sind.

Im Anschluß an weitere Aussprachen der Teilnehmer wurde der Beschluß gefaßt, eine Gesell
schaft zu gründen *). Die Namensgebung stieß auf einige Schwierigkeiten, da eine Widerspiegelung
des Hauptanliegens der Gesellschaft (Räumliche Deutung von Schnitten .und Projektionsbildern)
durch ein einziges Wort naturgemäß nicht ganz einfach sein konnte. Schließlich einigte man sich
auf das Wort STEREOLOGIE (als Zusammensetzung aus aurp,6<; und .l.6yo<;).

Nach der notariellen Gründung der Gesellschaft ging die Tagung mir der Vorführung eines
Lehrfilmes von Herrn ELIAS zu Ende. Der Film mit dem Titel "Schau in die Tiefe" zei'gt in instruk
tiver Weise einige Methoden der Stereologie und beginnt mit Anwendungen aus der Astronomie
(Formen unzugänglicher Objekte). Dann wird die Geometrie des Schneidens vorgeführt, d. h. die
Abhängigkeit der Schnittform vom Schnittwinkel wird mit Anwendungen aus der Histologie er
läutert.

über die Methode der Rekonstruktion der räumlichen Verhältnisse durch Serienschnitte führt
der Film zur Schätzung von Volumenverhältnissen und Ermittlung der räumlichen Gestalt kompli·
zierter Gebilde aus Schnittbildern. Die Gefahr von Trugschlüssen wird aufgezeigt.
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OBJECTS OF TH8 ISS

The purpose of the ISS is to facilitate the exchange
of ideas among persons of various scientific disciplines who
are interested in problems of three-dimensional interpretation
of two-dimensional images of solids (sections or projections) ,
to stimulate, promote, and coordinate their efforts, and to
demonstrate to a wider community of related research wor
kers the usefulness of their methodology.

WHAT IS "STEREOLOGY" ?

Stereology has been defined as the science of spatially
interpreting two-dimensional "samples" of three-dimensional
structures. Stereology thus deals with a body of methods
which facilitate the investigation of (three-dimensional) solid
bodies,' when only (two-dimensional) sections or projections
of these bodies are amenable to direct observation. Such
problems occur in practically all morphological sciences. To
give only a few examples: the histologist, the mineralogist,
the petrographer, or the metallurgist are interested in the
study of the internal structure of a tissue, a rock, or a
metal allQy. These materials are usually mixtures of a large
number of small solid substructures whose shape or spatial
relationship needs to be known. Since most of these materi
als are opaque an analysis is only possible on sections, which
are studied either by incident or by transmitted light, and
mostly with a microscope. This method of preparation, to
gether with the uni-axial mode of observation, has eliminated
one (the third) dimension from the object. This yields a con
siderable gain in lateral resolution, but means also, that the
substructures, or their images on the sections, have lost
their solid character. And evidently, a two-dimensional sampie
of asolid cannot represent all its spatial properties.

The methods of stereology are, hence, designed to make
possible a "reconstruction" of the artificially eliminated third
dimension, or, in more general terms, to allow an extrapola
tion from two-dimensional to three-dimensional relations.

It might be necessary to mention the difference between
"stereology", where conclusions are based on uni-axial view
ing of the object, and "stereoscopy", where the third di
mension is preserved by parallaxial observation.
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OUTLINE OF SOME STEREOLOGICAL METHODS

There are two basie propositions in stereology: One
is the deduction of shape. As an example, elliptie seetion
images ean result from eutting either a eylinder, an el
lipsoid, a paraboloid, or a eone ete. Stereological methods
should provide the means of differentiating between these
eases. It mayaIso be neeessary to estimate the genus of
a eomplex topologieal figure; or to determine the spatial
intereonneetion of an aggregate of struetures, and so on.

The seeond proposition is that of quantitative analysis
of aggregates of solid figures from two-dimensional seetions.
This is also named "modal analysis", "quantitative or stereo
metrie metallography", or "morphometry" in some texts.
Suitable methods enable the investigator to infer linear di
mensions, surfaee areas, volumes, and numbers of solid
figures from' simple measurements obtained on seetions or
on sliees ofthe material. This part of stereology attraets
most interest today, so that some general aspeets of
quantitative stereological principles shall be mentioned.

PrinCiples for Volumetrie analysis.

Most quantitative stereologieal prineiples refer to
aggregates of randomly distributed "granular" struetures.
If these granules oeeupy a fraetion V of the volume, a
random seetion of this aggregate (tissue~ alloy, roek ete.)
will be eovered by transseetions of granules over a fraetion
S = V , provided the seetion size is large enough. This
fJ3ndam~ntal prineiple of quantitative stereology was de-
veloped in 1847 by the Freneh geologist Delesse. Up to the
end of last eentury it was used to determine the volumetrie
eomposition of materials by planimetrie measurement of
surfaee fraetions on seetions.

In further extension of this principle it eould then be
shown that, if a line erosses the material at random a
fraetion LL= V V of this line will pass through the granules;
this prineiple formed the basis for extensive volumetrie work
done with so-ealled linear integrating stages in geology,
metallurgyand biology. - Furthermore , if a number of points
are randomly distributed in the material- or randomly plaeed
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on a seetion of it - a fraetion NN = V V of these points
will lie in the granules, By applying this last prineiple the
volumetrie eomposition of any material ean now be deter
mined in very simple fashion by differential eounting of the
loeation of a set of test points whieh are plaeed at random
on seetions of the material,

Principles for estimating surfaee areas,

The probability by which a straight random probing line
will intereept a surfaee eonvoluted in spaee is well definable,
From this a simple prineiple has been derived whieh allows
an estimate of the area of a surfaee in spaee from eounting
the num ber of intereepts of a random probing line with this
surfaee, This is most eonveniently done by plaetng the line
on a random seetion of the material eontaining the surfaee,

The size of granules,

If an aggregate of spheres of varying size is seetioned
at random the distribution of radii of the sphere seetions
will not eorrespond to the distribution of sphere radii, Vari
ous stereologieal prineiples present means by whieh the latter
ean be inferred from some statistical measures of the di
stribution of seetion radii,

These few examples should only give a general idea of
the possibilities of stereologieal methods of whieh the ma
jority have not been mentioned, Others deal with the pre
eise reeognition of shape or eonfiguration, or with the eount
ing of struetures on seetions, ete" In general it ean be
said that the applieation of stereologieal principles yields
objeetive and often precise information on a three-dimensional
material, and thus stands in eontrast to eonventional de
seriptive morphology, where observations made on seetions
are spatially interpreted through subjeetive judgements',
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WHO IS INTERESTED IN STEREOLOGY ?

Problems of stereological character occur in very diverse
fields. Three-dimensional structures are studied on sections

by geologists, petrographers, mineralgists, metallurgists, and

biological morphologists. Various types of projection images of
solid figures are investigated by astronomers, crystaIlographers;

electron microscopists etc. In each of these fields the task
arises to derive information on the configuration and dimensions

of solid bodies from observations made on two-dimensional

sampies , and hence stereological methods have often proven
useful.

The theoretical problems connected with the development
of precise stereological methods have aroused the interest of

mathematicians of varying orientation, who have contributed

greatly to the establishment of sound approaches to our
problems.

HOW F AR ARE WE ADVANCED ?

The various disciplines have become aware of the po

tentials of stereological research methods at different times.
Tbe first to introduce this approach were the mineralogists,
with first fundamental efforts made around the middle of last

century. Up to recent decades most of the initial progress,

although slow, has been made in the field of geology. But in

recent years the stereological approach has also beenihtro
duced in other fields. It is now extensively used in metallurgy

and is also making its way into biological morphology. Largely

independently, each field has been. able to solve some of the
problems which appear of primary concern to it, but it is

quite obvious that there still remains a large number to be

worked out. And no doubt, in this process, great benefit can
be derived from cooperation and coordination of efforts be
tween the various fields.

The ISS was founded to provide a common forum for
such cooperation. The first International Congress for Stereo

logy, which was held in Vienna in April 1963 has vividly demon

strated that such cooperation is weIl possible across the

boundaries of very different branches of science. The Pro
ceedings of this Congress present. a revealing cross section of

the broad spectrum of interests in the ISS; they have been

printed and can be purchased at aprice of $ 6. - ($ 9. - for
non-members) from the Buchhandlung für Medizinische Litera

tur, BRAUMAPHARM G.m.b.H., Kolingasse 19, Wien IX.
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STRUCTURES OF THE ISS

MEANS OF SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATION

The chief means of scientific communication of the ISS
are the International Congresses for Stereology which are
organized by the ISS. They usually take place every three
years and bring together stereologists from the various fields
for the purpose of direct discussion. The Second International
Congress for Stereology is scheduled to be held in spring 1966
at the University of Florida in Gainesville, Florida (Chairman
elect: Dr. Frederick N. Rhines, Metallurgical Research Labo
ratory, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, USA).

The ISS is periodically publishing a bulletin STEREOLOGIA
which is sent free of charge to all members. Non-members,
institutions , libraries etc. can subscribe at an annual rate of
$ 2.50. STEREOLOGIA p'ublishes aostracts of papers of
stereological interest from the various fields. This should help
to make these papers accessible to workers in other disciplines.
New members are invited to send a brief summary of their
work in the field of stereology to one of the editors. This
summary is also published in STEREOLOGIA for the orien
tation and benefit of the other mem bers. This custom has al
ready helped to establish numerous contacts between stereolo
gists with similar interests.

The ISS is also compiling a reprint library of stereo
logical papers. These reprints will be available on loan to the
members of the society.

MEMBERS

Every scientist who is interested in stereology is eligible to
active membership by applying to one of the officers of the
ISS. The current annual mem bership dues, payable to the
Treasurer, are $ 3. - . Additional membership categories are
"honorary members" and "sponsoring members". The General
Assembly of the members takes place triannually at the oc
casion of the International Congress for Stereology.
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INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR STEREOLOGY

ADDRESSES

SECRETARIAT Dr. Ewald R. Weibel
Anatomisches Institut der Universität
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Dr. Ervin E. Underwood
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BY-LAWS

Oll

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR STEREOLOGY

-0-0-0-

ARTICLE I

Purposes

The purposes of the corporatlon as stated In Its certlflcate of
Incorporatlon are

To establish, maintain, and operate a society for the purpose
of exchanging ideas amongst persons of various scientific disciplines
and countries who are interested in the"science of Stereology.

Stereology is the science of three-dimensional (spatial)
interpretation of two-dimensional (flat) images.

The Society proposes to promote three-dimensional (spatial)
thinking in the younger generation, especially among those younq
people who study naturalscience.

The corporatlon also has such powers as are now or may hereafter
'be granted by the General Not For Proflt Corporatlon Act of the State.
of I111nols.

ARTICLE II

Offlces

The corporatlon shall have and contlnuously malntaln In thls state
a reglstercd office and a registered agent whose office is identlcal
wlth such reglstered office, and may have other offices wlthln or
wlthout the state of I111no18 as the board of dlrectors may from time
to time dctermlnc.

ARTICLE III

loTembers

SECTION 1. CLASSES OF MEMBERS. The corporation shall havel
class of members. The designatlon of such class -and the quall
ficatlons of the members of such class shall be as follows:

Only a natural or jurldical person WllO 15 willing to
permit}three-dimcnsional thinklng, lJe it lJy scientific
investigation, teaching or education or lJy contributions,
either financial or other kinds, can become a mcmber of
the society. An application for membership should be addressed
to the secretary and to the treas~rer of the society simultaneously.
The application sent to"the treasurer should be accompanied by
a remittance to cover membership dues for one year. Thc secretary
shall then notify all directors of the pending appl ications for
mcmbership.
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SECTION 2. ELECTION OF r4EMBERS. Nembers shall be elected by
the board of d1rectorn. An aff1rmative vote of tl'lo-th1rds of the
directors shall be rcqu1red for elect10n.

SECTION 3. VOTING RIGHTS. Each member shall be ent1tled to one
vote on each matter submltted to a vote of the members.

~mC'rrON lJ. 'r,·:m.1JNI\TJON 0Ji" MI':~1m:n:mJr. 'rho bOaJ'd of dtrect.ors'
lJy al't'J 1'lIIatlvc VOt.I: 01' t\'/o-t1l1ruo 01' a)] 0(' tlH: IRclllhcrno(' t.he I·o:u'd
m~y n\lspend or expel a IIIcmber 1'or cause artel' ~n ~ppropl't~te hcarlnc,
and may, by a majority vote of those present at any recularly con
stltuted meeting, termlnate the membersh1p of any member who becomes
Ineligible for membership, or suspend or expel any member t/ho shall be
in defau1t in the payment of dues for the period fixed 1n I\rticle XII
of these by-laws.

SECTION 5. RESIGNATION. Any member may resign by filine; a
written resignation with the Secretary, but such resignation shall
not relieve the member so resiening of the oblication to pay an~ dues,
assessments or other charges theretofore accrued and unpaid.

SECTION 6. REINSTATE~m~IT. Upon written request signed by a
former member and filed with the Secretary, the board of directors may
by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the memhers of the board re
instate such former member to membershlp upon such terms as the board
of dlrectors may deem appropriate.

SECTIOJ~ 7. TRANSFER OF MEMBERSHIP. Hembership in th1s corpo
ration is not transferable or assignable.

ARTICLE IV

Meetings of Members

SECTION 1. ANNUAL MEETING. Aq,annual meeting of the memcers
shall be held on the q ,ti... day of (Y'~L/I!/ in each year, beglnn1ng
\'lith theyear 1964, at the hour of· /0;00 o'clock, ,,), M.,
for the purpose of electing directors and for the transaction of such
other business as may come berore the meeting. If such day be a
Sunday or a legal holiday, the meeting shall be held at the same hour
on the next succeeding business day. If the e1ection of directors
shall not be held on the day designated herein for any annual meeting,
or at any adjournment thereof, the board of directors shall cause the
e1ection to be held at a special meeting of the memters called as soon
thereafter as conveniently may be.

SECTION 2. SPECIAL ~lliETING. Special meet1ngs of the members
may be called either by the president, the board of directors, or not
less than one-tenth of the members having votine rights.

SECTIOI~ 3. PLACE 0Ji' fiJEETING. The board of directors may
designate any place, eithel' "11thin or ,... lthout thc ~;tate of Illinois,
as the placc of mcetinß for' :my annual mec tlnr; 01' fOl' any spec la1
meetinr; callcd by thc boal'u of dircctol';;. IL' no de31e;nation 10 made
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or 1f a spec1al meet1ng be otherw1se called, the place of meet1ng sha11
be the reg1stered office of the corporat10n 1n the State of Ill1n01s,
prov1ded, however, that 1f all of the members shall meet at any t1me
and place, either within or without the State of Il11nols, and consent
to the holding of a meetlng, such meeting shall be valld wlthout ca11
or notice, and at such meeting any corporate action may be taken.

S1~CTION 4. NOTICI'; OF MRlo:TINGS. Wrl t ten 01" prlnted notice
ntatlng thc placc, day and hour of any·mcctinß of mcmbcra shall bc
delivered, elther personally or by mall, to each member entitlcd to
vote at such meeting, not less than flve nor more than forty days
before the date of such meet1ng, by or at the dlrection of the
presldent, or the secretary, or the offlcers or persona call1ng the
meeting. In case of a special meeting or when requlred by statute or
by these by-laws, the purpose for whlch the meeting ls called shall
be stated In the not1ce. If ma1led, the notlce of a meet1ng shall be
deemed dellvered. when deposlted in the Uni ted States mall addressed
to the member at his address as It appears on the records of. the
corporation, with postage thereon prepa1d.

SECTION 5. INFORMAL ACTION BY MEMBERS. Any action requlred to
be taken at a meeting of the members of the corporation, or.any other
action whlch may be taken at a meetlng of members, may be taken with
out a meeting If a consent In writing, setting forth the action so
taken, shall be signed by all of the members entitled to vote with
respect to the subject matter thereof.

SECTION 6. QUORUM. The members holding one-tenth of the votes
which may be cast at any meeting shall constitute a quorum at such
meeting. If a quorum is not present at any meeting of members, a
majority of the members present may adJourn the meeting from time to
time without further notice.

SECTION 7. PROXIES. At any meeting of members, a member entitled
to vote may vote either in person or by proxy executed in writing by
the member or by his duly authorized attorney-in-fact. No proxy shall
be valid after eleven months from the date of its execution unless
otherwise provided in the proxy.

ARTICLE V

Board of Directors

SECTION 1. GENERAL POWERS. The affairs of the corporation shalL
be managed by its board of directors.

SECTION 2. NUMBER, TENURE AND QUALIFICATIONS. The number of
directors shall be three • Each direetor shall hold office
until the next annual meeting of members and until his 8uccessors
shall have been eleeted and qualified. Directors need not be
residents of Illinois or members of the corporation.

SECTION 3. REGULAR MEETINGS. A reßular annual meeting of the
board of direc tor3 nhall bc held \'1 i thout other not lee than this hy-law,
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immediately after, and at the same place as, the annual meeting ot
members. The board of directors may provide by resolution the time
and place, ei ther \'lithin 01" wi thout the State of Illino1.s, for the
holding of addi tional regular meetings of the board \'l1 thout other
notice than such resolution.

SECTION 4. SPECIAL ~mETINGS. Special mectln~s of the board
of dlrectors may be callcd by 01" at the r'equcst oL' the. president or
any t\'IO dIr'cctol'S. 'J'hc pcr'~on 01" pel'uona Clllthol'lzccl t'o call npec.I.:ll
mcctInc;s of the 1l0aJ'u rnay fIx anY place, ci thCI' \'11 thin 01" wl thout
the State of Illinois, as the place for holdlnß any special meeting
of the board called by them.

SECTION 5. NOTICE. Notice of any special meeting of the board
of directors shall be glven at least two days previously thereto by
written notice delivered personally 01" sent by mail 01" telegram to
each director at his address as shown by the records of the corpo
ration. If mal1ed, such notice shall be deemed to be delivered when
deposited in the United States mail in a sealed envelope so addressed,
with postage thereon prepaid. If notice be given by telegram, such
notice shall be deemed to be delivered when the telegram ls delivered
to the telegraph company. Any dlrector may walve notlce of any
meetinß. The attendance of .a dlrector at any meetIng shall constltute
a walver of notice of such meetlnß, except where a dlrector attends a
meetinß for the express purpose of objecting to the transaction of
anybuslness because the meeting is not la\'lfully called 01" convened.
Nei~her the business to be transacted at, nor the purpose of, any
regular 01" special meeting of the board need be specified in the
notice 01" waiver of notice of such meeting, unless specifically
required by law 01" by these by-laws.

SECTION 6. QUORUM. A majorlty of the board of directors shall
constitute a quorum for the transaction of business at any meeting of
the board, provided, that if less than a maJority of the dlrectors
are present at sald meeting, a maJority of the directors present may
adJourn the meeting from time to time without further notice.

SECTION 7. MANtlliR OF ACTING. The act of a majority or the
directors present at a meeting at which a quorum ls present shal1 be
the act of the board of directors, except where otherwise provided
by law 01" by these by-laws.

SECTION 8. VACANCIES. Any vacancy occurring in the board of
Jirectors 01" any directorship to be filled by reason of an increase
in the number of directors, shall be filled by the board of dlrectors.
A director elected to fill a vacancy shall be elected for the unexpired
term of his predecessor in office.

SECTION 9. COMPENSATION. Directors as such shall not receive
any stated salaries for their services, but by resolution of the board
of directors, a flxed sum and cxpenses of attendance, ir any, may be
allowcd for attendance at each rceular 01" special meetinß of the boardi
provided, that nothin~ herein contained nhall bc construed to prcclude
<..tny dlr<.'~to,., fl'orn :>0r'vlnf~ thc ~orporutlori In an,Y other capacity anel
rcccivinß compensutlon thercfor.
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ARTICtE VI

Offlcers

SECTION 1. OFFICRRS. The offlcers of the corporatlon shal1 be
a preoidcnt, onc or morc vlcc prcs1dents (thc number thereof to be
dC~\.'l'I1IJnc~' ll~' thc b031'd of dll'cctoro), a tl'CaS\ll'C1', II OCC1'ctary and
auch otlu,H' off lcern an ",ny bc clcctcd 1n aCCOl'~tnncc wl th thc Jwov1s10ns
01' thl::s 111't1c}c. 'rho board of dlrcctol'O may clcct 01' appoint such
othcr offlccro, Includlnß one or more a03iotant secretaries and one
or morc nS31utnnt treasurers, as It shall deern desirable, such officers
to hnvc thc authori ty and perfonn the dutico prescribed, from t:tme. to
time, by thc board of directors. Any two or more offices may b~,~~ld
by thc oamc pcroon, except the offices of presldent and secretary.

SECTION 2. ELECTION AND TERM OF OFFICE. The offlcers of the
corporation shall be elected annually by the board of d1rectors at the
reeular annual meeting of the board of directors. If the election of
officcrs 3hail not be held at such meeting, such election shail be held
as 300n thcrcafter as conveniently may b~. Vacancies may be fIlled or
new offices ereated and filled at any meetIng of the board of direetors.
Each officer shall hold office until his successor shall have been
duly elccted and shall have qualifled.

SECTION 3. REMOVAL. Any officer or agent elected or app01nted
by the board of directors may be removed by the board of directors
whenever 1n Its judgment the best interests of thecorporatlon would
be servcd thereby, but such removal shall be without prejudice to
the contract rights, if any, of the person so removed.

SECTION 4. VACANCIES. A vacancy in any off1ce because of death,
resignation, removal, disqualification or otherwise, may be filled by
the board of direetors for the unexplred portion of the tenn.

SECTION 5. PRESIDENT. The president shall be the principal
executive officer of the corporation and shall 1n general superv1se
and control all of the business and affa1rs of the corporation.
He shall preslde at all meetings of the members and of the board
of directoI's. He may sign, with the secrctary or any other proWer
off1cer of the corporation authorized by the board of directors~

'any deeds, mortgages, bonds, eontracts, or other instruments wh1ch
the board of d1rectors have author1zed to bc cxecuted, except in
eases where the signing and execut10n thereof shall be expressly
delegated by the board of d1rectors or by these by-Iaws or by statute
to some other off1cer or agent of the corporationj and in general
shall perform all dut1es 1ncident to the office of president and
such other duties as may be prescribedby the board of directors
from time to time.

SECTION 6. VICE PRESIDENT. In the absence of the pres1dent or 1n
thc event of his inabllity or l'efusal to act, the vice prest"dent (or 1n
thc cvcnt therc be more than one vlcc presldcnt, thc vlcc prcs1dents,
1n thc Ol'dcl' des1gnatcd, or 1n the absence of any designation, then
In tbc ol'clor of the 1r elcctlon) :;h.'111 perror'rn thc dutten or thc
preaidcnt, and \'/bcn so actln(~, ohall have. all thc pm'lcra of anel \Ie
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subject to all the restrictions upon the president. Any vice president
shall perform such other duties as from tIme to time may be assigned
to hirn by the president or by the board of directors.

SECTION 1. TREASURER. If required by thc board of directors, the
trea§urer shall givc abond for the faithful dlocharßc of his duties
in sllch :mm and ''11th such s\ll"ety or surct1ea an the hoard of dlrcctora
ohall dctcl'lllinc. JI~ ohall hav~ chm,,~e und custody of .und bc 1'~:Jpon

u1hlc for all fund:.: ami :,:cc\H'1tlcn of thc cOI'pol'a\;10n; ,'ccclvc ami
r;lvc l'ccclptu 1'01' 1Il011eyo duc und payablc to thc cOl'poroat1on fl'on, any
sourcc whatsoever, and deposit all such moneys 1n the name of the
corporation in such ban)(s, trust companies or other deposltarles as
shall be selected in accordance with the provisions of Artlcle VIII
of these by-lawsj and in general perform all the duties incident to
the office of treasurer and such other duties as from time to time
may be assigned to him by the president or by the board of directors.

SECTION 8. SECRETARY. The secretary shall keep the minutes of
the meetings of tqe members and of the board of directors in one or
more books provided for that purposej see that all notices are duly
given in accordance with the provisions of these by-laws or as required
by lawj be custodian of the corporate records ~nd of the seal of the
corporation and see that the seal of the corporation is affixed to
all documenta, the execution of which on behalf of the corporation
under its seal is duly authorized in accordance with the provisions
of these by-lawsj keep a register of the postoffice address of each
member which shall be furnished to the secretary by such memberj and
in general perform all duties incident to the office of secretary and
such other duties as from time to time may be assigned to him by the
president or by the board of directors.

SECTION 9. ASSISTANT TREASURERS AND ASSISTANT SECRETARIES. Ir
required by the board of directors, the assistant treasurers shall give
bonds for the faithful discharge of their duties in such sums and \'/ith
such sureties as the board of directors shall determine. The assistant
treasurers and assistant secretaries, in general, shall perform such
duties as shall be assigned to them by the treasurer or the secretary
or by the pre~ident or the board of directors.

ARTICLE VII

Committees

SECTION 1. COMMITTEES OF DIRECTORS. The board of directors, by
resolution adopted by a maJority of the directors in office, may
designate one or more committees, each.of which shall consist of two
or more directors, which committees, to the extent provided in sald
resolution, shall have and exercise the authorlty of the board of
dlrectors in the management of the corporationj but the designation
of such committees and the delegation thereto of authority shall not
operate to rclieve the board of directors, or any individual director,
of any responolbility imposcd upon it or him by law.

~mCTION 2. OTJ[I.;n Cor4MIT'rlm~. Othcr committcco not havlnr.; and
exercisinr.; thc authority of the board of directorn in the manar.;cmcnt
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or the corporation may be designated by aresolution adopted by a
majority of the directors present at a meeting at ,\'1hich a quorum 1s
present. Except as otherwise provided in such resolution, members
of each such committee shall be members of the corporation, and the
president of the corporation shall appoint the members thereof; Any
mcmber thereof may be removed by the person 01" persons authorized to
appoint such member whenever 1n the1r Jud~cnt the best Intcrests or
thc cor-pol'at10n :lllall bc oCl'vcd by mach l'cllloval.

m·:c,"l'ION 3. 'l'E/U" Ofi' Ofi'(.'ICg. J':nch mcmbcl" of II comm1 ttce nhall
continuc as such until thc ncxt annual mcctln~ of thc mcmbers of tho
corporation and until his 3ucceS30r i3 appointcd, unless the comm1ttee
shall be sooner terminated, or unles3 such membcr be removed fram s~~
comm1ttee, or unless such member shall cease to qual1fy as a member
thereof.

SECTION 4. CHAIRMAN. One member of each commlttee shall be
appointed chairman.

SECTION 5. VACANCIES. Vacancies 1n the membersh1p of any
committee may be filled by appolntments made 1n the same manner as
provided in the case of the orig1nal appointments.

SECTION 6. QUORUM. Unless otherwise provided in the resolution
of the board of dircctors desi~nat1ng a committee, a majority of the
wh01e committee sha1l constitute a quorum and the act of a major1ty
of the members present at a meeting at which a quorum is present shall
be the act of the comm1ttee.

SECTION 7. RULES. Each committee mayadopt rules for 1ts own
government not inconsistent with these by-laws or with rules adopted
by the board of d1rectors.

ARTICLE VIII

Contracts, Checks, Deposits and Funds

SECTION 1. CONTnACTS. The board of d1rectors may authorize,anv
officer or officers, agent 01" agents of the corporation, in addltlo~

to the offlcers so authorlzed by these by-laws, to enter lnto any
contract or execute and de11ver any lnstru~ent in thci name of and on
behalf of the corporatlon and such authopity may be general 01" confined
to speclfic lnstances.

SECTION 2. CHECKS, DRAFTS, ETC. All'checks, drafts 01" other
orders for the payment of money, notes or other evldences of lndebted
ness issued ln the name of thc corporation, shall be signed by such
officer or officcrs, agent or agents of the corporation and in such
manner as shall from time to time be determlned by resolution of the
board of directors. In the absence of such determination by the board
of directors, such lnstruments shall be slgned by the treasurer or an
assistant treas\lrel' .:lI1d countersigned by thc pl'csldcnt or a vicc
prcsldcnt of thc corporatlon.
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SECTION 3. DEPOSITS. All runds or the corporatlon ahall be
depoalted from time to time to the credlt or the corporatlon In such
banka, trust companlcs or other dcposltarlcs as the board of dlrectors
may select.

SECTION 4. OIFTS. Tho board or dlrectoro may acccpt on behalf
of thc corpol'at10n llny contrlh\ltlon, r,J rt, hC<1ucot or devise for the
r;cncral p\lrposco 01' 1'01' allY opcclal p\Il'ponc 01' the C01'pOl'ut10n.

"R'rrC[,~ IX

Certlflcatea of Mcmbcrohlp

SECTlotl 1. CERTIFICI\TES OF r41·;r~nrm311IP. Thc board or dlrectors
may provlde for the issuance of ccrtlficatcs evldencine membe~ohip

In the corporatlon whlch ahall bc In such form 00 may be determlned
by the board. Such certlflcatcs shall bc signcd hy the presldent or
a vi ce president and by the secretary or an aoolstant secretary and
shall be sealed with the seal or tne corporatlon. 1\11 ccrtiflcatea
evldencing membership of any class ahall be conoecutlvely numbered.
The name and address of each mcmber and thc date of iS:lUance of the
certificate shall be ente red on the rccordo of thc corporatlon. If
any certificate shall become lost, mutllated or dcstroyed a new
certificate may be issued therefor upon euch terms and condltlons as
the board of directors may determine.

SECTION 2. ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES. Whcn a member has been
elected to membership and haa pald any Initiation fee and ducs that
may then be requlred, a certiflcate of membershlp shall be issued
in his name and. delivered to hirn by the secretary, if the board of
direetora shall have provided for the Issuancc of certlflcates of
membershlp under the provisions of Sectlon 1 of thls artlcle.

ARTICLE X

Books and Records

The corporation shall keep eorrect and complete books and
records of account and shall also keep mlnutes of the proceedlngs
of its rnembers, board of directors und commlttees havinß·any of the
authority of the board of directors, and shall keep at thc re~lstered

or principal office arecord giving the names and addresses of the
members entitled to vote. All books and records of the corporation
may be inspected by any member, or his agent or attorney for any
proper purpose at any reasonable time.

ARTICLE XI

Fiscal Year

The fiseal year of the corporatlon sha11 hegin on the first day
of January und end on the lant clay of Decernber In each year.
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ARTICLE XII

Dues

SECTImJ 1. IUnWAL DUES. The board of directors may detennine
from time to time the amount of initiation fee, If any, and annua1
ducs pnY:lule to thc COl'pol':ltion hy mcmhcl'o of cnch claos.

~l':C'l'ION 2. PI\YMI':N'r Oli' ))UI~3. Duco shn11 hc pnyablc in advancc
on the first day of ,Tanuary
In each year. Dues of a ne\'l member sha11 be prorated from the first
day of the month In which such new member 15 elected to membershlp,
for the rema1nder of the fiscal year of the corporat10n.

SECTlmJ 3. DEFAULT AND TERMINATION OF HEr,lBERSHIP. \'lhen any
member of any class sha11 be In defau1t In thc payment of dues for
aperlod of twenty-four months from thc beginnlng of the period
for whlch such dues became payab1e, his membcrshlp may thereupon
be terminated by the board of dlrectors In the manner provided In
Artlcle 111 of these by-1aws o

ARTICLE XIII

Seal

The board of dlrectors shall prov1de a corporate seal which sha11
be In the form of a clrc1e and oha11 have inscr1bed thereon the name
of the corporat10n and the \'Iords "Corporate Seal, I111nols."

ARTICLE XIV

Walver of Not1ce

Whenever any notlce whatever is required to be ~1ven under the
provisions of the General Not For ProfIt Corporatlon Act of I111nols
or undcr thc provisIons of the artic1es of incorporation or the by
laws of the corporatlon, a walver thercof 1n wrlting slgned by the
person or persons ent1tled to such notlce, whether before or after
the t1me stated thereln, shall be deemed equ1valent to the glvlng of
auch notice.

ARTICLE XV

Amendments to ay-Laws

These by-Iaws may. be altered, amended or repealed and new by-Ia\'ls
may be adopted by a maJority of the directors present at any re~u1ar

meeting or at any spec1al meeting, providcd that at least two days'
written notice Is given of intention to alter, amend or repeal or to
adopt new by-laws at such meeting.
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STEBEOLOG:IA
THE BULLETIN OF THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR STEREOLOGY

Volume 1, Number 2, May, 1962

In thls seconJ issue 01 Stereo/ogio, we present the
Membershlp List 01 the ~ciety as 01 April 15, 1962. Members
are listeJ a/phabetlcally, 10lloweJ by their special lielJ(s) 01
interest, lMJ their aJJresses.

It is interesting to note that the 96 members in this
list represent 16 countries onJ more than 16 specilic Jiscip/lnes.
AnJ yet, the great bulle 01 the scient1sts who woulJ prolit Irom
association in this Society have scarce/y been reacheJ. We
urge each member to active/y pramote this Sodefr among his
colleagues, so that its true growth potential anJ sclent/llc

mission can be realinJ to the utmost:

We will contlnue in subsequent I ssues 01 the Bulletin
with the autobiographical sleetches lrom the members. 11 you
have not a/reDdy Jone so, please senJ your resume to an EJltor.

Thank yau. - - The Edlta,s

NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Please bring this Bulletin to the attention
of your Institute Librarian. Annual subscrip
tions are available at the nominal price of
$1.00 (plus postage). Requests can be made
to either Editor.

PLANS FOR FIRST CONGRESS UNDERWAY

Arrangements for the First Congress of
the International Society for Stereology are
now weIl on their way. All members who
wish to submit a paper at the First Congress
are cordially urged to do so.

As of now, the following information is
available:

P1ace: Vienna, Austria
Time: 17-20 April, 1963
Housing: Hotel Europa
Registration Fee: $10.00
Papers: Submitted at least 4 weeks in

advance.

Inquiries and communications should be ad
dressed to the Congress Chairman:

Dr. Herbert Haug, Vice Presiderit
International Society for Stereo10gy
Krankenhausstrasse 9
Erlangen, Germany

MEMBERSHIP LIST
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR STEREOLOGY

April 15. 1962

Or. Juan·Antonio Astruc·Fronco Profesor Adjunto de Anotomia
Facultod de Modicina de Granada,
Spoln

Or. Francisco Abadia Fenoll Pathologicol anatomy
Valle de Hebron 89·9,1 Barcelona,
Spai"

Professor Pedro Amat Muno:< Neuroondocrinology
Avendia Fernando "I CotcSlico,
66.1?-izq. Zaragoza, Spoi"

Or. Günter Bach (Secretary) Mothematics
'Mathematisches Institut
Techni sehe Hochschule Braunschweig
Braunschweig, Germany

Mrs. Barbara G. Barnes Concer research, olectron
22 Grantchester Road microscopy
Cambridge, England

Or. Felix O. Bertalanffy Associafe Professor of Anatomy
Department of Anotomy
Medlcol College
University of Manitoba
Winnlpeg 3, Monitoba, Canada

Mr. Paolo Bianchi Pathology
Instituto de Potologia dello
Universit~ da Barl
Barl, Italy

Or. Fran:< Bierring
Mediclnsk-Anatomlsk Institut
Norre Alle
Kopenhagen, Denmark

Or. Adalbert Bohle
Pathologisches Institut des
Kotharlnen-Ho spi tals
Stuttgart, Germany

Mr. Richard C. Bourke
Bottelle Memorial Institute
505 King Avenue
Columbus 1, Ohlo, U.S.A.

Or. Josef Bugl
Battelle Memorial Institute
505 King Avenue
Columbus 1, Ohlo, U.S.A.

Or. John W. Cahn
G. E. Research Laborotory
P. O. Box 1088
Schenectady, New York, U.S.A.

Or. Felix Chayes
Geophysi cal Laboratory
2801 Upton Street, N.W.
Woshington 8, D.C., U.S:A.

Anatomy, electron mi.ro.copy,
and surgery

Professor of Pathology

Physlcal chemlstry

Mlneralogy, reology

Quantitative metallography,
transformations end th.rmo
dynomlcs of Interfacn

Petrography



Dr. Nils Christensen
SINTEF
Trondheim, Norway

Mr. William P. Claney
Material. Research Laboratory
Ordnance Materials Research Office
Watertown 72, Massachusetts, U,S. A.

Dr. Morri s Cohen
Massochusetts Institute

01 Technology
Cambridge, Mossachusetts, U.S,A.

Dr. Paolo Contu
Foculty 01 Medicine
Institute 01 Anotomy
Porto Alegre, GRS, Bra.il

Professor Ronald DeFord
University St., Box 7652
Austin 12, Texas, U.S.A.

Dr. Robert T. DeHoff
Metallurgical Research labaratory
College 01 Engineering
University 01 Florida
Gainesville, Floride, U.S.A.

Dr. Roland deWit
Metal Physics Section
National Bureau of Standards
Washington 25, D. C., U. S. A.

Dr. Hans Elias (President)
Chicago Medical School
710 South Wolcolt Avenue
Chicago 12, IIlinois, U.S.A.

Mr. Peter M. Elias
2175 Willioms Street
Polo Alto, Calilornio, U.S.A.

Assist. Prof. Donald O. Emerson
Deportment of Geological Sciences
University. of California
Dovjs, California

Mr. Martin S. Farkos
Baltelle MelOlorial Institute
505 King Avenue
Columbus I, Ohio, U.S.A.

Dr. Paul J. Fopiano
Monlabs, Ine.
21 Erie Street
Combridge 39, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

Professor H.S.D. Garven
Institute 01 Physiology
University of Glosgow
Glasgow, Scotland

Dr. Margarethe Gihr
Institut für Hirnforschung
Dennenbergstrass8 1·5
Neustadt im Schwarzwald,
Germany

Professor Muratori Giul io
Universit~ Oogl i Studi F ,,,rara
Instituto Anatomico
Via Fosseto di Martara, n. 66
Ferrara, Italy

Dr. Helmut J. Galdsehmidt
B.S.A. Group Reseorch Centre
Maekadown Lane, Kitts Green
Birmingham 33, England

Dr. Joseph Gurland
Division of Engineering
Brown University
Providence 12, Rhode 'sland, U.S.A.
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Stonford University
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Physicol metollurgy
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An"tomy

X-roy crystallography, metal
physics
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Physicol.Metoliurgy

Anotomy and pothology

Professor Helmut Haselmann
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Dr. Herbert Haug (Viee President)
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Erlangen, Germany

Dr. C. W. Haworth
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Dr. August Henning
Anatomisches Institut
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Muenchen 15, Germany

Dr. John E. Hilliard
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Dr. Arne Hossmann
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Oslo, Norway
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Dr. Gabro Inke
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Halle/Solle, Germany, D.D.R.

Dr. 0 sea, C. Jaffee
University 01 Buf/alo
Buf/olo 12, New York, U.S.A.

Mr. Horace M. Joseph
National Bureau of Standards
Woshington 25, D.C., U.S.A.

Mr. James S. Kahn
Building 173B
University of Colifornia
P. O. Box 808
Livermore, California, U.S,A.

Mr. J. Ferdinand Kayser
14 leigh Pork
Datehet, Buckinghamshire, England

Professor Ekkehard Kleiss
Department of Anatomy
Merida, Venezuela

Dr. P. K. Koh
Research Department
Bethlehem, Pennsylvonio, U.S.A.

Dr. Toku%o Kojima
Deportment of Anatomy
School 01 Medicine
Nihon University
Itabashi-Ku, Tokyo, Japan

Professor R. Wayne Kraft
Deportment of Metollurgical

Engineering
lehigh University
Bethlehem, Pennsylvanio, U.S.A.

Dr. Alkmar von Kuegelgen
Anatomisches Institut der

Universität Kiel
Eingang F 1, Kiel, Germany

Professor Alfred Kuehn
Spemonnstras se 34
Tuebingen, Germany

Dr. Helmut Kulenkampff
Koellikerstrosse 6
Wuerzburg, Germany

Professor Sten Lagerstedt
Histologicol Institute
lund, Sweden

Anotomy and optlcs

Assoeiote Professor of Anotomy

M stall urgy, eutecti c struetures

Mothemotics and onotomy

Physical metollurgy, quantitative
metallogrophy

General medieal practice

Metallography, eorrosion

Anotomy

Assistant Professor of Biology

.Electro-opticol circuits

Chemist, petrogropher

Sterophotoml cragrophy

Anotomy

X-roy and electron diffraction

Anotomy

Physicol metollurgy, quantltotive
metollography

Professor of Anotomy

Zoology

Prolessor 01 Anatomy

Histology
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Physical m.tallurgy

Dr. Bertrand A. Landry
Batt.ll. M.marial Institut.
505 King Av.nu.
Calumbus 1, Ohla, U.S.A.

Dr. Lleselotte Leibnitz
Leuerbachstrasse 23
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Cambridge 39, Massachus.t1s, U.S.A.

Dr. Erich Lindner
Anatomisches Institut der

Medizinischen Akademie
Moorenstrasse 5
Duesseldorf, Gerrnany

Mr. Rolf Lorenz
Bundesforschungsanstolt fuer

Viruskrankheiten der Tiere
'dhoeuserhoehe

.ebingen, Germony

Dr. F. Marin-Giron
(As si stant Secretary)

R.s.arch F.llaw
Department of Anotomy
University of Erlangen
Eri angen, Germany

Dr. T. B. Massaiski
M.llan Institut.
440 Fifth Av.nu.
Piltsburgh 13, P.nnsylvania, U.S.A.

Dr. Koichi Masubuchi
Bottelle Memorial Institute
505 King Av.nu.
Columbus 1, Ohia, U.S.A.

Pr"fessor G. C. McVittie
Univelsity of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois, U.S.A.

Dr. George A. Moore
National Bureau of Standards 8.3
Woshington 25, D.C.. U.S.A.

Dr. Edward J. Myers
Box 3505
Air Force Institute of Technology
W.ight.Patterson Air Force Base

>, U.S.A.

Professor P. D. Nieuwkoop
Hubr.chts Laborotory
Exp.rim.nt.1I Embriology
Jank.rshof 2
Utrecht, Netherlands

Geometrlcal representatlons of
atomic ond molecular structure

Phy.ical m.tallurgy, m.tallogrophy

Anotomy ond electron-microscopy

Mothematics

Anatom'l

Metal physics, crysfallography

Metals iolning, fradl/rtf

Astronomy

Quantitative metollogrophy

Captain U.S. Air Force,
Assistant Professor of Metallurgy

Embryo logy
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Institute Professor, quantitative
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Dr. Frederick D. Smith
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283 M.dioal Sci.nc.s Building
University of Wisconsin
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Dr. Jose Smith Agreda
Instituto Anotomico
Facultad de Medieino
Zaragoza, Spoin

Prof.ssor Adjunto d. Anatomia

Professor Jaek Nutting
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Houldsworth School of
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L•• ds 2, England

Dr. Henry M. Otte
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Dr. Walter S. Owen
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Mr. George E. Pellissier
United States Steel Corporation
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M.tallurgy and solid·stat. physics

Professor ond Heod of Department

Anatomy

Manager, Special Proiects, miero ..
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Dr. M~el Carmen Smith Agreda
San Vincente de Pa"'ul, 8, Spain

Dr. Victor Smith Agreda
Instituto Anotomico
Facultad d. M.dicina
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Dr. Arne Sollberger
Caroline Institute
Department of Anotomy
Stock holm 60, Sw.den

Dr. Joseph W. Spretnak
Department 01 M.tallurgy
Th. Ohio Stat. Univ.rsity
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Columbus 10, Ohio, U.S.A.

Dr. Fernando Reinoso Suarez
Facultad da Medicina de Gronada
Grenada, Spein

Dr. Heribert Thaler
Sebastianplatz 7
Wien 111, Austrio

Sl,Ipercondudivity, transport theory

Prof.ssor Adjunto d. Anatomia

Anatomy

Prof.ssor of M.tallurgy

N.urophysiology

Histology of liv.r and kldn.y
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STEREOLOGJ:A
THE BULLETIN OF THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR STEREOLOGY

Volume 1, Number 3, June, 1962

Revisions to the Membership List whieh appeared in
the May, J962, Stereo/ogia, are presented herewith. Please
send in ony lurther eorreetions to the Editors.

Do not Iorget to plan now lor the First Congress 01
the International Society lor Stereo/ogy, to be held in Vienna,
J7·20 April, J963. Contaet the Congress Chairman, Dr.
Herbert Haug, Ior lurther detail s, or see the announeement in
Stereologia, May, J962. - - The EdilofS

Pror. Or. Wo!fgang Wünscher, Oirect.or, IIirnforschungsinstitut
der Universität Leipzig, Emilienstr. 12, Leipzig

S:lmc years ago I set myself the task to

improve the method of demonstrating angio

architectonic s - developed by the then direc

tor of our Brain Research Institute - to such

an extent as to enable the reliable identifica

tion and differentiation of.the particular kinds

of vessels. These investigations have been

pursued by Mrs. Werner, D.Sc., and myself
since 1958.

The Pfeifer -method has been modified in

sofar as to enable us to form distinct con

ceptions about the individual vessels of a given

griseum and definite area, respectively, in a

fully injected animal brain.

The next object tackled by us was to find

out the number of vessels in a griseum and

area, respectively, using biometrical methods

among others. This method has been devel

oped by Mrs. Werner, D.Sc., and taken as a

basis for her report.

The subject of future inve stigations will

be the application of the angio -~rchiteetural

methods, as developed and set forth here, to

researches concerning the ageing brain.

Preliminary Repon by GÜDter Bach

Histological problems frequently deal with the following question:
In measuring microtome sections one finds distribution of sizes of
circular figuresderived fromsections of spheres. Technical diffi
culties associated with the measurement of smaller sections often
yield a truncation of the distribution. Furthermore, in practice,
sampies are grouped, so that we have 10 estlmate from the "trun
eated grauped distributioo" the number of spheres in unlt volume,
their mean diameter, and the standard deviation.
In the ease of very thin secUons, the formulae are relative sim
ple, but in case of thicker slices, the formulae include an auxil
iary funetion. The values of this functiim must be read wirh the
respective index off a curve.
For more details see: "Über die Bestimmung von charakteristis
sehen Grössen einer Kugelverteilung aus der Verteilung der Schnitt
kreise. " Zts. f. wiss. Mikroskopie (In prim).

QUANTITATIVE ANGIOARCHITECTURAL EXAMINATIONS
OF TUE BRAIN STEM OF TUE GUINEA PIG

Or. Lisa Wemer. Uirnforschungsinstitut der Universität
Leipzig, Emilienstr. 14, Leipzig

After finishing 'qualitative examinations

on angioarchitecture, a quantitative method

was sought in order to optain sufficient nu

merical results for statistics, and to com

pare with other parts of the brain tissue

(e.g., nerve cells, glia cells, nerve fibers).

The appropriate method for thi.s purpose

seemed to be the 11 Punktzählverfahren"

(Treffermethode) (method of counting hits).

The efficiency of this method was checked in

an animal specimen as well as in a self

made model by means ofocularmicrometers

with different numbers of interseetions.

Mathematical help was given by DipLMath.

Weissenburger and Grimm, at Jena.

The investigation has been finished by

now and will be published soon. This will

be my first publication on this problem.



STEREOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF MICROSCOPICAL
NEUROANATOMY

Priv.-Doz. Dr. med. Hemert Haug, Department of Anatomy,

University of Erlangen, Germany West

In 1950 the counting of nerve cells inthe

cerebral cortex introduced me to pr,oblems

which we call now "Stereology". I learned
hereby that counting errors are greatlyinflu
enced by the cell-shape and thickness of the

sections. Isawonlyonepossibilityto exclude
errors in counting, and that was the combina

tion of mathematical method with theoretical
"stereological" considerations. The results
obtained in solving this problem have been

quite good and I could go on with examinations,

in cerebral cortex (No. 1).
In the following years I became acquainted

with the point -sampling -method sugge sted by
Chalkley. With the aid of this method I found

an exponential correlation between the weight
of the brain and the relative volume of the

nerve cells in the cortex cerebri. We see this

correlation in the development of the human
brain as well as in a comparison ofbrains of

adult mammals (No. 2).
Different results which have been pub

lished by other authors using the same method

on the I:(ame subject forced me to lookfor the

exact foundation and limits of the point

method. 1 found that the method is based on
stringent rules. Ifthese rules are notfollowed
the results are most likely to be incorreet

(Nos. 3 and 4).

I made the acquaintance of other scien

tists, who have worked on the same or similar
problems, through publication of my results.

I had discussions with Prof. H. Elias and was

very pleased with his ideas to arrange a small
meeting on the Feldbe rg in the Black Fo re st

and to establish a Society for such problems.
My most recent papers containpractical

instructions for cell counting and evaluationof

the relative volume in biological microscopy

and their theoretical development (Nos. 5

and 6).

L "Der Grauzellkoeffizient des Stirnhirnes
der Mammalia", Acta anat. 19, 60-100.

153-190. 239-270 (1953).
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2. "Quantitative Untersuchungen an der Seh

rinde", G. Thieme, Stuttgart 1958.

3. "Die Treffermethode, ein Verfahren zur
quantitativen Analyse im histologischen

Schnitt", Z. Anat. 118,302-312 (1955).

4. "Remarks on the determinationand signi

ficance of the gray cell coefficient", J.
Comp. Neur. 104,473-492 (1956).

5. "Bedeutung und Grenzen de r quantitativen

Messmethoden in der Histologie", Medi

zin. Grundlagenforsch. !' 299 -344 (1962).

6. "The quantitative microscopical research
in the nervous system, possibilities and

limits", in press.

THREE-DlMENSIONAL ARRANGEMENT OF COLLAGENOUS
FIBERS IN THE WALLS OF BLOOD VESSELS; THREE
DIMENSIONAL ARRANGEMENT OF BLOOD VESSELS IN
THE KIDNEY

Kuegelgen, von, Alkmar, Dr. med., Professor of Anatomy ,
University of Kiel, Kiel, Neue Universität, West Gennany

Anatomy is a matter of three diInensions

or it is no anatomy at all. - It was my first

problem to develop microscopic.al methods

for visualizing the 3 -d collagenous network

in thick sections. It could be managed(1955)
by synchronous movement ofthe analysor and

the polarisor of the polarizing microscope:

double refringent elements bythat manoeuvre
brightening one after another without moving

the specimen, and therefore without losing

o rientation. - I am developing anothe r method
utilizing the "Universal-Drehtisch" of the

polarizing microscope (which has been used

till now by mineralogists only), to measure
the angles of double refringent elements
(muscles and collagenous structures) in thick

sections, not only in the horizontal plane, but

also three -dimensionally.

The 3 -d arrangement of the fine blood

vessels of the kidney cannot be recognized
by analysis of sections. My coworkers and I

(1959) have been disseeting injectionandcor

rosion specimens in the classical manner
under the binocular microscope.
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2. R. T. DeHoff, "Determination of the Size
Distribution of Ellipsoidal Particles from
Measurements Made on Random Plane
Seetions", Aeeepted for publieation,
Trans. AlME, (1962).

1. R. T. DeHoff and F. N. Rhines, "Deter
mination of the Number of Particles Per

Unit Volume from Measurements Made
on Random Plane Seetions: the Gene'ral
Cylinderandthe Ellipsoid", Trans.AlME,
221 (1961) 975.

geometry of the aggregate determines its
behavior during sintering led myco-workers
and me to an effort to develop means for
de sc ribing and measuring the ,evolution of the
complex geometry involved. lt became impor
tant to find means for determining pore
volume, surface area, number and size distri
bution of pores and interparticle contacts,
genus, and surface curvature. Because the
materials we usedare opaque (copper, nickel,
iron, etc.), the geometryhadto be determined
from measurements made on two -dimensional
sections, or, at best, from microradiographs
of thin sections. Accordingly, I have been
actively engaged in the development of the
fundamental relations of ste reology, or as we
call it, quantitative metallography, for five

years or more. This had led to two publica
tions on the number and size distribution of
ellipsoidal particles(l,2) and eulminated in a

Conferenee on Quantitative Metallography
held at the University of Florida in January of

1961. Dr. F. N. Rhines and myself are cur
rently editing the proeeedings of this eonfer
ence, to be published later this year(3).

I am now trying (1962) another way of
exploring the 3 -d arrangement, especially of
the kidney capillarie s, by combining quantita
tive analysis (with help of the integrating
oculars of A. Hennig, Munich) of kidney struc
ture s in mic roscopical sections, with othe r
information concerning kidney structures and
functions. The leading concept ofthis work is
a true stereological one: definite numerical
relations and certain patte rns of arrangement,
especially of transverse sections of certain
kidney structures, do allow - by means of
some geometrical arguments - a stereological
interpretation.

Publications:

KUEGELGEN, von, A. (1955), Über den Wand
bau der Vena cava caudalis eines erwachsenen
Finnwales, Ztschr. Zellforschung ~,435 -459.

KUEGELGEN, von, A. (1956), Weitere Mittei
lungen über den Wandbau der groassen Venen
des Menschen unter besonderer Berücksichti
gung ihrer Kollagenstrukturen, Ztschr. Zell
forschung 44, 121-174.

KUE(jELGEN, von, A., B. KUHLO, W. KUHLO
undKl.-J. OTTO (1959), Die Gefässarchitek
tur der Niere (Zwanglose Abhandlungen a.d.
Gebiet d. Normalen u. PathoL AnaL, Heft 5),
Georg Thieme, Stuttgart.

KUEGELGEN, von, A. und B. BRAUNGER
(1962), Quantitative Untersuchungen über

'Kapillaren und Tubuli der Hundeniere , Ztschr.
Zellforschung 56 (in press).

MEASUREMENT OF NUMBER AND GENUS IN INTER

CONNECTED BODIES

Robert T. DeHofr, Metallurgical Research Laboratory ,
University o( Florida, GainesviUe, Florida

Sintering is the process by which small
solid particles agglomerate to form asolid
mass at temperatures below the melting point.
Geometrically, the process consists of the
formation and growth of interparticle con
tacts, subsequent closure of inte rvoidal chan
nels resulting in isolation of porosity, and
finally, the shrinkage and disappearance of
these isolated pores. The conviction that the

3. R. T. DeHoff and F. N. Rhines, Editors,
"Quantitative Metallography", to be pub
lished by McGraw-Hil1.

a. Chapter 2, "Geometrie Probabili ..
ties"

b. Chapter 5, "Measurement of Num
ber in Volume"

c. Chapter 11, "Topology oflntercon
nected Phases"
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ADDITIONS TO MDIBERSillP LIST
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR STEREOLOGY
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Professor Giocomo Andreossi
Professor of Histology and Embryology
Tho University of Rome
Via Antonio Nibby 8
Rome, Italy

Dr. Günter Bach (newaddress)
Techni sehe Hochschu le Braunschweig
Am Lehrstuhl für Methematik
33 Braunschweig, Germany

Mr. Richard Bourke (newaddress)
Allison Division
General Motors Corpora' ion
Plant 8 ~ Oepartmenf 8897
2100 South Tibbs Avenue
Indianapolis 6, Indiana

Dr. Josef Bugl (carrectian)
Euratom, Brussels, Belgium
Presently 0' Battelle Mem. Inst.
Calumbus 1, Ohio, U.S.A.
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ceramies (or Or. Bugi.)

Mr. V. J. Chiapetta
Research Biologi 5'
Department of Experimental Pothology
Lederle Lobor-atories
Pearl River, New York, U.S.A.

Dr. Donald B. Devoe
Sperry Rand Research Center

North Road
Sudbury, Massochusetts, U.S.A.

Mr. George Echt, Attarney
406 Briarhi 11 Road
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(Hanorary Member}

Mr. David Elliott
Geology Department

Tho University
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Mr. C. E. Engel
Guy's Hospital Medical School
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Dr. Fitz R. Winslow
Battelle Memorial Institute
505 King Avenue
Columbus 1, Ohio, U.S.A.
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Society News

Dr. Ervin E. Underwood. the Treasurer of the
Society. has accepted a new position in California. His
new address is: cjo Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.,
Materials Sciences Laboratory, Building 201, Palo Alto,
California.

While Dr. Underwood will remain the Treasurer,
he had to resign from the editorship of STEREOLOGlA.
We are deeply grateful to hirn for the excellent first
three issues. Fortunately, we have found a new editor:
Dr. Robert T. DeHoff, Metallurgical Research Labora
tory. University of Florida. Gainesville, Florida, US.A.,
who has ample experience as a scientific editor and
whose autobiographical s k e t c h you have read in
STEREOLOGlA, 1,3:11.

We intend to open the pages of STEREOLOGIA
to brief summaries and preliminary notes on your most
recent research, not to exceed 500 words. The use of
simple formulae which present no difficulty to the printer
is permitted.

One diagram can also be inc1uded in each brief re
port of maximum dimensions 9x9 cm, iE you send the cut
(clichee) or pay $1 per square inch.

May we remind you again of our Congress, April
17~20, 1963 in Vienna.

Piease urge every scientific library in your city to
subscribe to STEREOLOGlA. The yearly subscription
rate is $2.50. An order form will be found in the Bulletin.
The subscription rate for new subscribers had to be
raised because we must have STEREOLOGIA printed
commercially from now on. But it will still be sent free
to the members.

New Honorary member: Dr. Otto Roehm. Direktor,
Roehm und Haas G.m.bH .• Darmstadt, Germany. Main
:l:er Str. 42. Special interest: Chemistry.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL GRAPHS

Arne SOLLBERGER, Department of. Anatomy.
Caroline Institute, Stockholm 60. Sweden

Though being an anatomist my chief interest is
biostatistics and biological rhythms. The present prob
lem arose in connection with the need for a spatial rep
resentation of the simultaneous correlation between three

variables. Though many methods exist for preparing
such graphs, they are usually bulky. Iwanted them to
be simple and to occupy as little space as possible since,
at that time, a large number oE them seemed to be re
quired. Stereograms of various kinds were not accept
able since they do not yield the freedom to view the
diagrams from different directions in the search for cor
relation surfaces.

I finally constructed a collapsible diagram whic~

was hanging upside down and which was viewed in a
mirror. The observer's head must ,be above and the mir~

ror below the model level. After use the whole diagram
may be put in an envelope. The x-y-z diagram is pre
pared as folIows:

The bottom plate (x~y~plane) is first prepared as a
x~y dot diagram. Holes are drilled through the plate at
the dots. Small wooden pellets are glued to thin threads.
A length on the threads proportional to the z~values is
marked with a pencil. The thread is drawn through the
holes in the bottom plate until the pencil mark is flush
with the bottom plate surface and fixed with glue on its
back side.

The hanging diagram may be viewed in a mirror
(which enables one to obtain any angle of observation
with ease) or it may be photographed from below.
Threads may be chosen very thin and of the same colour
as the bottom plate. pellets preferably oE the comple~

mentary colour. The threads may thus be made fairly
invisible. which aids in the search for correlation sur~

faces.

SOLLBERGER, A., Studies of temporal variations in
biological variates. Suppl. Rep. 5th ConE. Soc. Biol.
Rythm, Stockholm 1960.

COMMENTS ON MY WORK AND ITS
RELATION TO STEREOLOGY

James Steven KAHN, Ceramics Group, Chemistry
Division Lawrence Radiation Laboratory The University
of CaliEornia. Livermore. California, USA.

When I was a graduate student I became aware of
the fact that the zoologist and botanist as weil as
the geologist look at thin sections of matter. I was un
prepared for this revelation, simply because my training
treated geological microscopy and its problems as being



unique to geology. Although, I feel that my present
outlook is less parochial than it was when I was a
student, the above attitude still exists in many quarters
today. The ceramic petrographer is generally unaware
oE the geological techniques, the geologist is ignorant of
the metallographers problem, and the metallographer .

etc.

The major portion oE my current work is concerned
with the inter~relationships among the many parameters
involved in the study of the microstrueture of Ceramics.
OE ultimate concern is the correlation of the micro
structural properties with macrostructural properties as
weil as with atomic structure. By use of plane sections
and the Relds of view they present under the light and
electron microscopes. attempts to bridge the gaps be
tween the 2-dimensional plane and the three dimensional
solid are being made.

Experimental procedures are discussed in:
Statistics for Geologists, 1962, John \Viley & Sons,

Inc., (with Robert L. Miller, University of Chicago).
Experimental results may be seen in:

Anisotropie sedimentary parameters, 1959, Trans.
N.Y. Acad. Sei., Sero 11, v. 21, 5, p. 373.

Mierostructure of BeO: Preferred orientation of ex~

truded tubes, abs. paper to be presented at Fall, 1962
meeting of PadRe Coast Section of the American Cera~

mic Sodety (with Eugene Monroe UCRL~6927~T) .

Microhardness of single crystals of BeO and other
wurtzite eompounds, 1962, with Carl F. Cline, in press.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF SERIAL
SECTIONS FOR STUDY OF PATTERN
FORMATION IN THE CENTRAL NERV
OUS SYSTEM IN AMPHIBIANS.

Pieter D. NIEUWKOOP. Hubrecht Laboratory.
International Embryologieal Institute, Janskerkhof 2,
Utreeht, Holland.

A new operation technique, by whieh long strips of
eompetent gastrula ectoderm were attached to various
points of the anlage of the central nervous system, en
abled me to test the inductive capacities in the entire
neural area. A more detailed study of the experimental
material, however, called for a quantitative analysis of
the material concerned. In drawings of successive serial
seetions the outlines oE the various structures of the nerv
ous system were determined and their surface areas
measured planimetrically. The sum total of the surface
areas oE each oE the structures. multiplied by the thick
ness oE the seetions and divided by the square of the lin
ear magnification used for the drawings, yields the a~

solute volume oE the individual structures oE the central
nervous system (Nieuwkoop 1958).
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The same method has recently been applied by my
co-worker Miss Botcrenbrood to experimental ma:'crbl
of very high complexity. whieh moreover could not be
oriented before sectioning (Boterenbrood 1962).

Although this method is rellable, it is so time-con
suming that the further analysis of pattern formation in
the cenral nervous system is strongly hamperd by thc
lc:ck of a more suitable stereological technique. *

Publications
NIEUWKOOP, P. D., Neural competence of the gas

trula ectoderm in Amblystoma me:;icanum. }\n
attempt at quantitative analysis in morphogen
esis, Acta Embryo1.Morph.Exp., 2: 13-53, 1958.

BOTERENBROOD, E. c., On pattern formation in thc
prosencephalon. An investigation on dis;::ggre
gated and reaggregated presumptive prosencc
phaHc material of neurul:oe of Triturus clpe.s~ris,

Thesis, Utrecht, 1962.

*The method of counting "hits", i.e. points in Cl net l;,hieh
are superimposed on the microseopie imaGe "hau/cl faeil
itate your work greatly. See for example: Helll1ig, A ..
Kritische Betrachtungen zur Volumen-und Oberflae
ehen-Messung in der Mikros!wpie. Zeiss ~ Werlezeit
schrift Nr. 30. - Also: Hennig, A., Zwei neGe Messoku
lare fuer die mikroskopische Volum-und Oberf(ae
chennzessung, Forsch. Ing.~Wes. 23:71- 73,1957, Editor

SOME STEREOLOGICAL METHODS
USED IN EMBROLOGY.

Oscar Charles JAFFEE. Department of Biology, Uni
versity of Buffalo, Buffalo 14, N ew York. U.S.A.

In studies of the embryonie kidney (pronephros), I
found it necessary to obtain three dimensional eoncepts
of this structure. Since this is a relatively simple organ
with three tubules, I found the glass plate method satis
factory. This consists of projecting (with a camera lu
dda) cross seetions on glass plates and then obtaining a
three dimensional view by holding several glass phtes
together. Thus by viewing several plates at a time the
organ can be reconstruced.

In more recent studies of cardiac development in
which anomalous hearts are produced experlmentally,
disseetion of such hearts, along with normals, is most
helpful. Photographs of such dissections have been made
in my laboratory with a stereographic camera mounted
upon a dissecting (stereoscopic) microscope.

The dassic method of Born [or the reconstruction oi
organs from serial sections is still indispensible. I have
used a variation of this method, whieh utilizes transpar
ent plastic instead of wax.

Projections of sections are sketched on the plastic
and marked and then cut out. It is possible to use thin
plastic sheets, and compensate for the thickness of the
sections with small plastic blocks. This allows the con-

struction of a transparent model whieh allows a view
of the interna1 structure in relation to the overall con-



figuration.

Another useful method for making reconstructions
has been developed by an art student, Mrs. Rebecca Con
visor, who has been assisting me. This consists of sculp
turing a solid model of a heart from cross sections in
modelling c1ay. This is then cut in half longitudinally ancl
the internal structure hollowed out, again with reference
to the sections. This is an expedient metho::1 <:md espec
ially useful for earlier, less complex, stages.

JAFFEE, O·scar Charles Morphogenesis of the prone
phros of the Leopard frog (Rana pipiens). J.
Morph 95:109-124, 1954.

JAFFEE, Oscar Charles Hemodynamies and Cardio
genesis I. The effects of altered vascular cur
rents on cardiac development. Journal of Mor
phology 1962.

THE ROLE OF SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT
OF NUCLEI IN KARYOMETRIC EXAMINATIONS

Miklos PALKOVITS, Department of Anatomy, Uni
versity of Budapest, IX. Tuzolto-utca 58., Hungary.

For six years I have been working on methodological
problems of karyometrie statistieal examinations. In co
operation with G. Inke I have elaborated histologieal,
matbematical and statistieal correction factors. We es
tablished the degree in which fixation, embedding, sec
tioning and staining influences karyometrie results (1-2).
We worked out mathematieal formulae for tbe cubing
of nuc1ei of different shapes. Nuc1ei can be regarded as
ellipsoids of rotation and their cubic content can be de
termined with the aid of the widest diameter of the el
lipsoid and tbe perpendieular normal bisector (3). Based
on these formulae J. Fischer and G. Inke made nomo
grams, and with their aid I prepared achart (4). From
this chart the nuc1ear volumes can be obtained.

In practiee - I made about 300.000 measurements
- I found that although I considered all histologiea!.
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mathematical and statistieal coefficients of correction.
greater deviation was experienced than I had anticipated.
In the diverse tissue-structures the divergence was vary
ing, therefore, measurements in tissue types were made
wit'} a nuc1ear excentricity of varying magnitude (5).
The tissues of the organism can be c1assified into three
main types: diffuse, columnar and aciniform nuclear ar
rangement. In cases of globular nuclei the spatial ar
rangement of the nuclei is indifferent. the direction .of
the sectional plane is likewise indifferent. In ease of oval
nuclei karyometrie results are influenced by three fac
tors: the excentricity of the nuclei, spatial arrangement
and funetional change in form, resulting from structural
composition. In diffuse arrangement the excentricity of
the nuclei is the dominating factor. lf the nuc1ei are cut
in some plane, the most varying sections are obtained.
whieh, however, equalize each other during statistieal

evaluation. The greater the excentricity of the nuclei, the
greater is the variability of measurements. The number
of the various section planes will be higher, so the num
ber of the measurements have to be increased in order
that the values be equalized within the given signHicance
limits. I succeeded to prepare a diagram from whieh the
number of measurable nuclei of varyipg exeentricity can
be read. lf the nuc1ei of the examined material show col
umnar formation, their stereoseopic placement in space
and direction of the section plane is decisive. lf the 'axial
ratio of the nuclei is above 1 : 1.15, significantly different
results appear on the very same material. In aciniform
structure, apart from exeentricity the funetional state of
the acini-forming cells is also of importanee, sinee inerease
in function is followed by diminution in excentricity, fune.
tional diminution by inerease in exeentricity. This. fact
greatly enhances the measure of standard deviation.
Therefore. the number of measurable nuc1ei in these tis·
sues is mueh higher than in the former two eases, Since
a11 tissues can be tr<lced back to these three basic types,
the above viewpoints must always be taken into consid
eration. and the correction data, - whieh I suceeeded to
establish in diagrams - should be applied.

Please send STEREOLOGlA, the Bulletin of the International Society for Stereology
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( I )

(2)

(3)

The significance of these karyometric examinations,
in my opinion lies in the very sensitive quantitative his
tological method, which is suitable also for the evalua
tion of slighter functional changes of nudel. Nudei are
exceedingly responsive to metabolie cellular changes,
their size alters, but is weil measurable. I find this meth
od suitable for the determination of target organs relative
to certain chemicals, medicines and hormones and as a
means of finding out whether the functional change in
some organs influences others or not. The determination
of the manner of action is naturally the task of another
examination. This karyometric method was of great value
to me in my endocrinol~gical examinations.

Publications

INKE, G. M. PALKOVITS, 1., GYARFAS and A.
BAJTAI, Ueber methodische Fragen der Kern
variationstatistik I-lI!, Acta biol. Acad. Sei.
Hung., 8, 305-323,1958.

INKE, G. M. PALKOVITS, I. GYARFAS and A.
BAJTAI, Ueber methodische Fragen der Kern
variationstatistik IV-VI, Acta morph. Acad.
SdHung. 8, 233-271, 1958.

PALKOVITS, Miklos, A sejtmagvariaecioes statisz_
tikai eljaeraes moedszereenek egyszeruesiteese
ees a meeree hibaforraesok kikueszoeboelees
eenek felteetelei. Kiseerletes Orvostud. jBuda
pest;' In press.

(4) PALKOVITS, Mikloes, Angaben und Hilfsmittel zur
Auswertung von Kernvariationsuntersuchungen,
Z.mikrosk.anat. Forsch., 67, 343-355, 1961.

(5) PALKOVITS, Miklos and Janos FISCHER, Ueber
methodische Fragen der Kernvariationstatistik
IX. In press.
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SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF SPHERES AS DERIVED
FROM TRANSPARENT SECTIONS OF FINITE
THICKNESS

Guenter BACH, Am Lehrstuhl fuer Mathematik
der Technischen Hochschule, Braunschweig, Ger
many

A few years ago, a histologist who consulted me
awakened my interest in stereological problems. He
brought to my attention the problem of "sliced
tomatoes", i.e. the question of how the distribution of
sizes of shperes could be derived from the distribution
of the diameters of their slices. Since histologists de
pend on "seetions" of finite thickness, the problem be
comes rather complicated. I succeeded in developing an
exact solution of the problem leading to a Volterra,
Type 11 integral equation. In the publication cited be
low a few methods are given which can lead to prac
tical results. A simpler approach is in press.

Several of the members of our society have struggled
with the same problem and published papers about it.
Among them, let us cite DeHoff, Elias, Lenz, Palkovits,
Underwood - to mention only a few. The similarity of
their results and of their illustrations is often ~triking.

Bach, G., Ueber die Groessen~erteilung von Kugel
schnitten in durchsichtigen Schnitten endlicher Dicke.
Z. wiss, Mikrosk. 64: 265-270, 1959
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FROM THE EDITORS

Two new features are inaugurated in this
issue. Abstracts of papers that have been re
ceived by the Lending Library of the Society
(See Vol. 2, No. 1) appear for the first time
at the end of this issue. The Bulletin now
accepts problem and discussion papers, pro
vided they are brief and of relatively wide
interest. The first such paper to be pub
lished in the Bulletin, by F. D. BERTALANFFY,
appears in this issue.· Submissions of papers
of this type, and submissions of preprints
to the Lending Library or abstracts of papers
published in other Journals, are welcomed by
the Editors.

Those members who have not as yet con
tributed abrief biographical sketch of
their stereological activities are urged to
do so in the near future.

IS IT FEASIBLE TO ESTlMATE TUE TOTAL NUMBER
OF CELLS COMPOSING TUE PARENCHYMA OF AN
ORGAN?

Felix D. BERTALANFFY, Department of Anatomy,
Faculties of Medicine and Dentistry, Univer
sity of'Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

A problem is outlined that has intrigued
me for some time, even though. I myself am
unable to propose how it could be tackled
technically. It is wellknown that many tis
sues (epithelia in particular) undergo renew
al of their constituent cells throughout life,
and this often at rapid rates (e.g., LEBLOND
and WALKER, 1956; BERTALANFFY and LAU, 1962).
Cells continuously desquamate from such tis
sues and are replaced by new cells arising
from mitosis. Inasmuch as cell addition
does not normally occur in adult tissues,
the number of cells formed by mitosis and
simultaneously desquamated have to be iden
tical. It is readily feasible to determine
the percentages of cells that arise from
mitosis during a 24-hour period, as weIl as the
time required for the renewal of 100% of a
cell population (the turnover time). To
indicate the extent of cell formation in
rat tissues it may be mentioned that daily
3-5% of new cells ~rise by mitosis in the
epidermis, 2-4% in epithelia of trachea and
bronchus, 10% in esophageal epithelium, and
13% in sebaceous glands; exemplifying turnover
times, renewal of the entire epithelium of
the colon requires 10 days, of corneal
epithelium 7 days, of the oral cavity 4-5
days, of vaginal epithelium 4 days; it is
most rapid of the epithelium in the small
intestine, both in rat (1.3-1.6 days) ,
and man (2 days; BERTALANFFY and NAGY, 1961;
BERTALANFFY, 1962).

Whereas it is feasible to estimate the
percentages of cells arising by mitosis, it
is in most instances impossible to measure
the numbers of cells that are extruded.
Counting the individual cells that have des
quamated is out of the questionj it io
infeasible to collect complete 24-hour ex
foliated specimens from a significant Qum
ber of individuals. Morepver, for example
the study by number of epithelial cells,
histiocytes, and leukocytes that are daily
extruded with sputum, for i~stance, are in
the millions •

If some method could be devised whereby
the total number of cells of an epithelium,
for instance, can be estimated, the absolute
numbers (e.g. in lOb) of cells newly formed
each day in the particular tissue and extruded
from it could be derivedj ~t would simply
correspond to that percentage of the total
number of cells in the population determined
quite accurately as being formed by mitosis
during a 24-hour period.

The estimation of cells composing a cell
population would presumably have to take into
account the numbers of cell layers in an
epithelium (if stratified), and this would
further have to be correlated with the total
surface of the epithelium. Is it feasible,
however, .to calculate an epithelial surface?
This may prove particularly difficult if the
surface is uneven, as it is in the intestine.

Inasmuch as the process of cell renewal
facilitates cytological cancer diagnosis for
instance (BERTALANFFY, 1963), utilizing the
vast numbers of desquamated cells, estimates
of their numbers would be considerable
significance. Whether it is feasible to
arrive at such estimates by the means out
lined above is another question. Comments
on this problem would be appreicated.

BERTALANFFY, F. D., "Cell Renewal in the Gas
tointestinal Tract of Man." Gastroenter
ology, 43 (1962) 472-475.

BERTALANFFY, F. D., "Cell Renewal as the
Basis of Diagnostic Exfoliative Cytology."
Amer. J. Obst. Gyn., 85 (1963) 383-396.

BERTALANFFY, F. D., and LAU, C., "Cell Renew
ar." Int. Rev. Cytology, 13 (1962) 357
366.

BERTALANFFY, F. D., and NAGY, K. P., "Mitotic
Activity aod Renewal Rate of the Epithe
lial Cells of Human Duodenum." Acta
~, 45 (1961) 362-370 • --



CHODOSH, S., ZACCHEO, C. W., and SEGAL, M. S.,
"The Cytology and Histochemistry of
Sputum Cells." Amer. Rev. Resp. Dis.,
85 (1962) 635-648.

LEBLOND, C. P., and WALKER, B. E., "Renewal
of Cell Populations." Physiol. Rev.,
36 (1956) 255-276.

SHADOWS ON THE MOON

James Quincy GANT, Jr., M. D., M. Sc.
Assistant Clinical Professor of Dermatology
and Syphilology, George Washington University
School of Medicine. Chief of Skin and
Allergy Clinic, Washington Regional Office
of the Veterans Administration. Private
practice at 1801 Eye St., N. W., Washington
6, D. C.

I have been interested .in astronomy,
particularly the moon, since boyhood and
began serious lunar study at the age of 14.
Being equally interested in medicine, I
became a physician, specilizing in Dermat
ology. After graduation from medical school
I was a ship's doctor with the American
Export Lines, a circumstance which added
much to my knowledge and interest in astron
omy, as weIl as navigation.

For 42 years Ihave been working on
interpreting lunar formations. Color changes,
shadcw intensities, shadow formations with
height of the sun above the lunar horizon
and trying to interpret the character of the
reflecting surface, and height of formations
from the shadow lengths.

The moon's image as usually seen through
a telescope and photographs of lunar surfaces
through a telescope are flat. It is not
until the shadows are correctly interpreted
that the three dimensional reality can be
visualized and measured.

In 1954 Lunar crater" Archimedes A waS
rename~ "GANT", by Dr. Hugh Percival WILKINS,
then D1rector of the Lunar Section of the
British Astronomical Association. Among
several offices held in various astronomical
organizations, the most important was that
of President of the International Lunar
Society 1959-1960. I am, at present, Secre
tary General of that organization. I have
a private, weIl equipped observatory at
Boyds, Maryland, as weIl as an extensive
Astronomical Library, containing rare
photographs, drawings and books.

X-RAY ORIENTATION STUDIES

KO~ P. K., Homer Research Laboratories,
Bethlehem Steel Company, Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

Physical meaSurements and mechanical
testing have proven that x-ray diffraction
serves aS the only means of true orientation
determination of a metallic or non-metallic
crystal accurate to one stereographic degree.
Standard methodology uses the variation of
intensity of diffraction maxima produced by
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x-ray beams to determine the pole figures of
definite atomic planes of either single
crystals or preferred oriented polycrystal
line materials. Transmission films are used
for single crystal pole figures while quan
titatiVe diffractometer methods are used for
polar stereographic plots of polycrystalline
materials in terms of ideal poles. Prac
tical applications include studies of nucle
ated grain growth, magnetic orientation,
epitaxial and varied growth of thin films
and mechanical anisotropy due to plastic
flow of materials.

Recent work, sometimes with Dr. C. G.
DUNN, involved study of various phases of
preferred orientation in grain-oriented
silicon steel including such topics as:
cold rolled end orientations (1), primary
recrystallization (2), secondary recrystal
lization (3), and grain growth behavior (4).
Related work waS devoted to preferred
orientation in ultra-thin. mobybdenum perm
alloy tape used in computer memory and
switch~cöre circuits. The nature·of hot
rolled, cold rplled and annealed textures
was established (6), variance between tapes
of different production heats waS studied
(7), and inferior magnetic performance of
some annealed tapes was found to be caused
by magnetically unfavorably oriented cube
texture (8).

1, KOH, P. K., and DUNN, C. G.: "Cold-Rolled
Textures of Silicon-Iron Crystals",
Trans. AlME 203, (1955) 401 and J. Metals
(1955). -

2. KOH, p. K., and DUNN, C. G.: "Primary
Recrystallization Textures in Cold
Rolled Si-Fe Crystals", Trans. AlME
206, (1956) 1017 and J. Metals (1956)

3. KOH, P. K. and DUNN, C. G.: "Simple
Orientation Relationships for Secondary
Recrystallization in Si-Fe", Trans.
AlME, 209, (1957) 81
"Information on 'Nuclei' for Secondary
Recrystallization in Si-Fe" Trans. AlME
212, (1958) 80.

4. KOH, P. K., and DUNN, C. G.: "Informa
tion from Normal Grain Growth", Trans.
AlME, 209, (1957) 290.

5. KOH, p. K.: "Grain Growth in Silicon
Iron", Trans. Met. Society AlME, 215,
(1959) 1043.

6. KOH, P. K.: "Orientation Study of Ultra
Thin Molybdenum Permalloy Tape", J.
Applied Physics, 29, (1958) 636. --

7. KOH, p. K., LEWIS, H. A. and GRAFF, H. F.:
"Variation in Orientation Texture of
Ultra-Thin Molybdenum Permalloy Tape",
Trans. Met. Society of AlME, 215, (1959)
962 and J. Applied Physics, 3~(1959)
208. --

8. KOH, P. K.: "Cube Texture in Ultra-Thin
Molybdenum Permalloy Tape", Trans. Met.
Society AlME, 221 (1961) 50, and J.
Applied PhysicS:-32, (1961) 35S.



QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH ON THE STRUCTURE OF
THE BRAIN

H. ORTHNER, Director of the Neuropathological
Division, Universitätsklinik für psychische
und Nervenkrankheiten, Göttingen, Germany.

My relationship to Stereology is primar
ily based upon the problem of quantitative
research on the structure of the brain. Since
the development of the Gottingen brain micro
tome (JUNGKLAASS and ORTHNER, 1959, 1960)
about 5 years ago, which permits an exact
reproduction of the human brain from sections
about 4 mm. thick, we have used this instru
ment on a routine basis in our work. We
have ascertained the volume contained in the
separate parts of the brain from planimetric
meaSurements of photographs of sections ob
tained from the brain. The extent of micro
scopic structural elements (nerve cells,glia
cells, mesenchym,the so-called intercellular
sUbstance) wasdetermined from the measured
areas with the methods of quantitative micro
scopy. An exact relationship between the
brain and the inner volume of the cranium
was developed to make possible a method for
obtaining the inner cranial volume during
a routine autopsy. (JUNGKLAASS, 1959).

Fundamentally, we determined the volume
contained in the entire cerebrum, that in
the three constituents of the cerebrum (cer
ebral cortex, medulla, ganglion stalks), that
in a single cross section of the cerebra1
cortex and the ganglion, and the microscopic
content of specific structural elements.
The method established the average value and
variability as a basis for investigations
into cerebra1 constitutions and, among other
things, set the limits to be investigated,
whether and which relations exist between
cerebral structure and corpuscular and
solution constitution. The problems of
the anatomy of the brain of not only espe
cially gifted people (the so-called elite
brain studies), of people of-psychically
negative variation (the so-called state of
idiocy),but also of th~ endogenous psychosis,
and various other diseases, for example, the
system of hereditary atrophies, can become
feasible with increasingly successful
results. In addition, the study showed an
exact basis for the chemical actions occur
ring in the brain.

JUNGKLAAß, F. K. 1959: Erfahrungen bei der
Abformung von Schädelinnenräumen an
der Leiche. Zbl.Path. 99, 135-137.

JUNGKLAAß, F. K., U. H. ORTHNER: Quantita
tive Hirnforschung. Die Arbeitsweise
des Göttinger Hirnmakrotoms und die
fotografische Dokumentation des
lamellier ten Gehirns. Zbl.Path. 101,
127-138.

JUNGKLAAß, F. K., u. H. ORTHNER 1960: Uber
quantitative Beziehungen im Stammhirn.
Vorbericht. Dtsch.Zschr. für Nerven
heilkunde 181, 62-70.
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TABLES OF CUBIC CRYSTALORIENTATIONS FROM
SURFACE TRACES OF OCTAHEDRAL PLANES.

by M. P. DRAZIN and H. M. OTTE (probably
around $2.50; to appear Summer, 1964)

In crystallography, metallurgy, miner
alogy, geology, chemistry, solid state
physics and many other fileds, the problem
of determining the orientation of a cubic
crystal from traces of octahedral planes op
the surface of a specimen is one that fre
quently arises. Whereas such determinations
have previously involved laborious and time
consuming graphical methods, these Tables
now provide the same information (and more,
with greater accuracy) in a matter of sec
onds. They may be used together with, or
in the place of, x-ray methods.

The octahedral planes are usually aS
sociated in face-centered-cubic metals and
alloys with the active slip and twin planes
in deformation and with the boundaries of
annealing twins. A particularly important
current application is the determination
of orientations from surface traces in thin
film electron transmission microscopy.
Another application is to the determination
of the orientation of a crystal that has
transformed to a new structure but where
the traces from the parent structure have
been retained; x-ray methods clearly cannot
be applied in such a situation.

The Tables are accompanied by an intro
duction giving detailed instructions for
their use (with numerical examples) and
cover all possible combinations of trace
angles, tabulated at 1° intervals. The
following information may be read off
directly from the Tables:

(1) The complete specification (in
terms of rotation matrices) of the possible
orientations of crystal axes.

(2) The directions of the possible
surface normals, tabulated

(a) in terms of their direction
cosines.

(b) in terms of spherical polar
angles from which a rapid
plot of the surface normals
can be made.
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faults. Experimental data obtained fram
photomierographs of different facets of a
grain of this alloy were then analyzed
using this system. Itwas dedueed that the
defeets, which are essentially linear in
nature were predominantly parallel to one
anothe; but not parallel to the nominal
growth direction probably beeause of some
lateral heat flow during solidification.

LAMELLAR TILT BOUNDARY OF Mg-32 wt Pot Al
EUTEcTIC

A. S. YUE, Materials Scienees Research
Laboratory, Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company, Palo Alto, California

ABSTRACT SECTION

QUANTITATIVE METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF
LINEAR FEATURES IN ANISOTROPIC STRUCTURES.
SUBSTRUCTURE OF LAMELLAR EUTECTIC ALLOY.

R. W. KRAFT, F. D. LEMKEY, and F. D. GEORGE

From a eonsideration of the geometri
eally possible ways in whieh an array of
lines or linear features in three-dimen
sional spaee ean depart from a statistieally
random arrangement a system was developed to
deseribe and measure different types of ani
sotropie arrangements of lines in opaque
solids. The teehnique was applied to a
speeimen of unidireetionally solidified
AI-CuA12 euteetie whieh eontained miero
struetural imperfeetions termed lamellar

SmalI-angle tUt boundaries have been
obserVed "in a 'lamelllir-eufectiestructure.
These boundaries are morphologically similar
to a theoretical tilt boundary orig~na;ly

proposed by Burgers. The production of a
small-angle tilt boundary in the lamellar
eutectic strueture is attributed to the for
mation of an indentation on a planar solid
liquid interface during growth. Constitution
al supercooling due to the accumulation of
impurity atoms ahead of the interface is pri
marily responsible for the generation of an
indentation. The distance between two faults
of like sign, designated as lamellar fault
distance, is caleuated by the Burgers equa
tion for small-angle boundaries. It was
found that the lamellar fault distance
decreases exponentially and the tilt angle
increases exponentially with freezing rate.
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SOCIETY NEWS

This issue is primarily devoted to the
completion of the article by Dr. ELIAS deal
ing with General Stereology, as seen from
the viewpoint of the life scientist. This
simultaneously supplies a fairly complete
review of the fundament als of the field,
provides physical scientists with a biolog
ical viewpoint, develops some applications
in thatfield, and lays the foundation for
future basic articles to build upon.

YOUR specific contributions, whether
they be in the form of an expansion of the
techniques, or an application of a particu
lar relationship, are earnestly sought for
presentation in subsequent issues. STEREO
LOGIA is your Bulletin, and its issues must
be filled by YOUR problems, analyses, and
solutions.

The new stereological relationship,
promised in the last issue, must now await
the next issue. There is simply not suffi
cient room for it in the present edition.

One of our graduate students recently
brought to our attention a book entitled
"GEOMETRIC PROBABILITIES," by KEHDALL and
MORAN. (Published by Hafner Publishing Co.,
1963). Abrief survey of this text reveals
that it contains essentially all of the
fundament als of Quantitative Stereology. A
fairly extensive, though incomplete, biblio
graphy shows that most of these relation
ships have a longer history than most of us
suspected. We were surprised to learn that
one of the stereological problems solved in
our doctoral dissertation had been previ
ously solved by an astronomer, some thirty
years earlier. Inde~d, the basis for the
"new" relationship referred to in the pre
ceding paragraph was published in a mathe
matical journal in 1898.

This discussion serves to re-emphasize
the need for the existence of our Society:
the duplication of effort in the past has
been phenomenal.

INTERPRETATION OF SECTIONS (Continued from
last issue)
HANS ELIAS, Chicago Medical School

6. Identifieation of shape.
Shape, often contemptuously con

sid~red a merely qualitative property and
hence not worthy of a scientist's considera
tion, may be of great functional importance.
Let us think of the difference between a
fiber and a membrane. Let the fiber be
represented by a rope attached to the ceiling
and to the floor of a room. You can walk
around it and hold on to it for support.
The membrane may be represented by a sheet
attached to ceiling, walls, and floor of a
room. This sheet can divide the room into
two parts, fully separated from one.another,
while the rope cannot divide it. In certain
sections, a fiber may not be distinguishable
from a membrane.

In a single section, a follicle may not
be distinguishable from an alveolus or from
a tubule. Yet these three shapes are func
tionally very different from each other. A
follicle is closed on all sides. Only by
diffusion or active transport can substances
pass out of its lumen. An alveolus, however,
opens into a duct, and its contents can flow
away freely. A tubule, also open, offers
its lining epithelium an opportunity to act
upon the content while the content slowly
streams from the dead end to the opening.

Thus we see that shape is physiologi
cally as important as size and number. And
we shall present some methods for the deter
mination of shape.

a. Points, lines, and surfaces gran
ules, fi ers, and mem ranes .

An n dimensional formation, when
intercepted by a plane, yields an (n-l)
dimensional figure. Conversely, an n-dimen
sional figure in a section indica~es the
presence in space of an (n+l) dimensional
figure.

A point (granule) would no~ be cut at'
all by a mathematical plane. However, since
in histology we deal with slices rather than
with true sections, granules will be found
within a slice, between its two cutting .



planes. A granule will be in focus at oil
immersion with the condenser up and with the
diaphragm open for a depth of about Ip or at
the most 2p only. It can be identified as a
granule, because it can be put out of focus
within the slice.

A line when intercepted by a plane,
yields a point. Fibers, fibrils, a~d fila
ments have the quality of lines. Slnce we
deal with slices of finite thickness, the
slices contain a short segment of the fiber.
When cut perpendicularly, this fiber segment
will appear in the microscope as a point.
This point will remain in focus throughout
the thickness of the "section." Fiber seg
ments inclined toward the cutting plane will
appear as rods of various lengths accordi~g

to the angle of inclination oc. In a sectlon
of thickness t the "apparent length" of the
fiber segment inclined against the cutting
plane by the angle oc; i.e., its proj~ctio~

p as observable in the microscope (wlth dla
phragm narrow) is p = t . cot oc (Fig. 6).
Applying rules of probability it can be
shown that, if a mass of fibers randomly
running through space is cut with a micro
tome at thickness t, approximately 50% of
fiber segments included in the slice ("sec
tion") will appear shorter than ti about 50%
will appear longer. Very long lines will
be very rare; i.e., about 1% of all fiber
segments will appear longer than 7 t and
only 1/2%'longer than 10 t. Upon super
ficial inspection, the long lines appear
more numerous than they are because each
occupies more space than several dots to
gether. Therefore, actual counts must be
made to identify fibers correctly.
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b. So lids of various shapes.
Fortunately, most organs are con

structed of components of similar, three-.
dimensional shape. Homogeneous constructlon
is a physiological advantage because only
similar parts can act in unison. Because of
their uniform architecture they yield t~em

selves to geometrico-statistical analysls.

The shape of a section ("profile") of a
solid depends on the three-dimensional shape
of this solid and on the angle of cutting.
Asolid has three dimensions: length, width
and height. A section through it has only
two dimensions: length and width. We call
the quotient le';lgth its axial ratio Q. If

wldth .
many three-dimenslonal obJects of equal
shape, randomly distributed in space, are
cut by a plane, the axial ratios of their
sections ("profiles") will show a character
istic distribution.

Spheres
One hundred percent of sections through

spheres will have an axial ratio of Q = 1;
i.e., they are all circles. Thus, if one
finds only circles in a section, these may
have resulted from cutting many spheres.

Circular cylinders
Many circles in sections could also be

"profiles" of parallel, circular cylinders
cut transversely (as for example sections of
nerve fascicles in a cross section through
a nerve). If the plane of cutting is
oblique to the longitudinal direction of
these parallel circular cylinders, all their
"profiles" will be ellipses of equal shape.
Their common axial ratio will be equal to
the cosecant of the angle which the cutting
plane forms with the longitudinal direction
of the cylinders (Q = cosec a) (Fig. 7).

Since fibers are often curved, they may
wind within the slice, thus raising the
number of longer segments above 50%. But
when the number of lines longer than t
exceeds 60%, it is probable that among the
suspected fibers there are in reality some
bonds.

---"~- --

Figure 6. Illustration of an histological
section containing a fiber.

A two-dimensional surface, when inter
cepted by a plane, yields a line, which is
often called the "trace" of the surface.
Membranes have the geometrical quality of
surfaces. Hence, if one finds in a slide
numerous lines but few dots and commas, it
is probable that these lines are traces of
membra'ltes.

Figure 7. Illustration of a typical sec
tion through a cylindrical body.



When circular cylinders are randomly
distributed in space (as for example the
seminiferous tUbules), exactly 75% of their
sections will be "short" ellipses; i.e.,
their axial ratios, Q, will lie between 1
and 2 (1<Q<2). Exactly 25% will be oblong.
In histological "sections" however, the long
ellipses will appear just slightly more
numerous than they would in cutting planes
of thickness zero. In fact, their absolute
length will be augmented by t . cot a (Fig.
7). Cylindrical tissue components (such as
tubules, arteries, the gut as a whole) are
confined to a restricted space. Therefore,
they are twisted, convoluted, and curved.
For this reason, the number of very long
ellipses will be even lower than the value
of 2% predicted for straight cylinders.
Actually, if in the human organism a cylin
der is straight, as for example certain
large arteries and ducts, it will be alone
(i.e., unaccompanied by structures of its
own kind), except for nerves which are·
bundles of cylindrical fascicles. Randomly
arranged cylinders in man are always crooked.

Rotatory ellipsoids
\ Shapes intermediate between the sphere
ahd the circular cylinder are those of rota
tory ellipsoids. These may be oblong (egg
shaped) as many nuclei in columnar epithe
lium, or oblate (lens-shaped) as nuclei of
squamous epithelium. When sectioned in any
direction, they yield ellipses. There is
a distribution of the axial ratios of their
sections characteristic for each shape of
rotatory ellipsoid, as shown in Fig. 8, al
ways assuming that the ellipsoids are equal
in shape and randomly oriented; or that
several sectional planes in random directions
are used.

I 2 10 12 I" 16
c....... 2 • 7
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T..... """I. 'er Il<Ich fc.m chol"og.. wlth Q ""'Al Q lnIIlII h thI rotlo of
l"r~.lto_Il ....Jd.,.ICIf'IoIrhebDd)r.

Figure 8. Distribution ofaxial ratios of
sections through various shapes
of objects.
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Tri-axial e~lip50ids

Tri-axial ellipsoids are oblong, flat
tened ovoids. Many endothelial nuclei
exhibit this shape. Again, tbe sections of
ellipsoids of specific degrees of flattening
and elongation show characteristic distribu
tions ofaxial ratios (Fig. 8).

Elliptic cylinders
In contrast to circular cylinders

whose exact cross sections are circles,
those of elliptic cylinders are ellipses, so
that they approach the shape of bands. The
taeniae coli have this shape; so do many
veins and venous sinuses, as well as certain
Platyhelminthes. Distribution ofaxial
ratios for sections of elliptic cylinders of
various flatnesses are sbown in Fig. 9.

100-,--------------=-.

so

..

70

Figure 9. Distribution ofaxial ratios of
sections through rota tory and
triaxial ellipsoids.

Laminae
The greatest amount of flatness is pos

sessed by a sheet, plate, or lamina of infin
ite extension and of finite thickness. An
epithelium would have these properties.
While a basement membrane appears in the
light microscope almost as a surface without
thickness, in electron microscopy it acquires
the geometrie properties of a lamina of
measurable thickness. If such a flat object
is said to be of infinite expansion, we mean
that it reaches beyond the boundaries of the
microscopic or electron-microscopic field.
All sectlons of i t are stripes of "infini te"

length. The width of such a stripe varies
as the cosecant of the angle of sectioning.
Since such plates in the living organism are
usually buckled, their sections exhibit
various thicknesses from place to place.
Let us visualize a lamina whicb is of equal
thickness througbout and whicb is irregularly.
folded and let us assume that its real, con
stant thickness equals T. Ij we measure tb~

width orits sectional ~tripe at regulir in
tervals we find 86.6%=of the places to have
a widtb W, so that T < S < 2T, while at 13.4%
of measured locations, the stripe is wider,
so tbat W > ~T. Tbe renal glomerular base-



ment membrane is a lamina of finite thick
ness. Its sections exhibit various widths
dependent on the angle of cutting. Since at
this time no statistical measurements have
been made of the widths of the sections, we
do not yet know whether this particular mem
brane is of even or variable thickness.

Muralia
A muralium which consists of intercon

nected walls appears in sections as a maze
of interconnected stripes without end in any
direction (Fig. 4).

Branched sheets
Intermediate between a muralium and a

very flat, oblate lens, is a branched lamina
of finite extension, such as the lamina vas
culosa glomeruli. Its sections are very
long, branched stripes with an axial ratio
distribution intermediate between that for a
very flat, oblate lens and for a sheet of
finite extension.

This account exhausts the list of
shapes which had been analyzed stereolog i
cally by 1965. As new objects are observed,
hitherto unknown shapes are likely to be dis
covered requiring further analysis. Until
the middle of the 20th century, histologists
used chiefly intuitive thinking for the elu
cidation of the three-di'mensional properties
of objects. Nowadays, we have at our dispo-
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sal the metqods of quantitative stereology
by means of which we are able to put the
interpretation of sections on a mathemati
cally sound basis.

The methods of mathematical stereology
are applicable only where a great number of
similar objects are present in the tissue.

But if a structure is present in the
singular only, and if it is of complicated
shape, geometrico-statistical methods are
of little use. For the determination of the
shape of such objects, reconstruction from
serial sections as practiced in embryology
is the only, though very time consuming,
method available at this time. Reconstruc
tion depends on the production of large,
uninterrupted series of very well-stretched
slices of uniform thickness. These can be
obtained only under optimal conditions by
highly skilled technicians. In many cases,
particularly in electran microscopy, this
is possible of fulfillment only in fortunate
accidents and if the object to be reconstruc
ted is very small, compared to the size of
an entire cello Four hundred consecutive
sections, fully visible, would be needed to
reconstruct a single cell of average size,
electron microscopically.

Mathematical stereology, however,
within its field of application, provides
efficient and easy methods which yield
results of relatively high precision.
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Review of Books on Stereology

This review includes the most important books in the field

of stereology. Forthcorning reviews will list recent

stereological papers. Authors and readers are asked to

help to compile these lists. Please send all information

to Dr. Ondracek, Kernforschungszentrum, P.O.Box 3640,

D-7500 Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

1. Proceeding of International Congresses of the International

Society for Stereology (ICS).

1.1. First ICS, Vienna 1963. Reprint of ISS 1979, (US$ 16,- or

DM 35,- including postage. Contact Dr. H. Haug, Inst. f.

Anatomie, Med. Hochschule, D-2400 Lübeck)

1.2. S~cond ICS, Chicago 1967. Ed. H. Elias. Springer Verlag,

Berlin-Heidelberg-New York 1967 (contact Dr. H. Elias,

463 Marietta Drive, San Francisco, CA 94127, USA).

1.3. Third ICS, Bern 1971. Stereology 3. Eds. E. R. Weibel,

Meek, Ralph, Echlin and R. Ross. Reprinted from Journal

of Microscopy vol. 95, parts 1 and 2, 1972. Blackwell

Scientif~cPublications,Oxford.

1.4. Fourth ICS, Gaitherburg, 1975. Eds. E. E. Underwood,

R. de Wit and G. A. Moore. NBS Special Publication 431,

US Government Printing Office, Washington 1976 (US$ 15,

or DM 27,- including postage. Contact Dr. H. E. Exner,

Max-Planck-Institut, Seestr. 92, D-7000 Stuttgart 1,

Federal Republic of Germany

1.5. Fifth ICS Salzburg 1979. To be published summer 1980.

(Contact Dr. G. Bernroider, Zoologisches Institut,

Akademiestr. 26, A-5020 Salzburg, Austria).

1.6. Stereo~ogy 4, Selected papers from the Fourth International

Congress for Stereology, Journal of Microscopy vol 107,

part 3, 1976. Blackwell Scientific Publications, Oxford.

1.7. Stereology 5. Selected papers from the Fifth Internation

al Congress for Stereology, Salzburg 1979. Journal of

Microscopy, Blackwell Scientific Publishers, Oxford, in

preparation. (Contact Dr. H. J. Gundersen, Aarhus

Kommunehospital, Second University Clinic of Internal

Medicine, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark) .
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2. Proceedings of European Symposia of the International

Society for Stereology (ESS)

2.1. First ESS, Leoben, 1974.

Quantitative Analysis of Microstructures in Medicine,

Biology and Material Development. Ed. H. E. Exner.

Special Issue of Practical Metallography 5, Dr. Rie

derer-Verlag GmbH; Stuttgart 1975 (DM 45,-- plus

postage, contact Dr. H. E. Exner).

2.2. Second ESS, Caen 1977. Quantitative Analysis of

Microstructures in Biology, Material Sciences and

Medicine. Ed. by J. L. Chermant. Special Issue of

Practical Metallography 8, Dr. Riederer-Verlag GmbH:

Stuttgart 1978. (DM 70,-- plus postage, contact

Dr. H. E. Exner or Dr. J. L. Chermant).

3. Proceedings of Other Events Organised by the Inter

national Society for Stereology

3.1. Quantitative Methods in Stereology, Proceedings of

a Symposium in Wiesbaden, Germany, 1965.Eds. E. R.

Weibel and H. Elias, Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Heidel

berg-New York 1967 (contact Dr. H. Elias).

3.2. Geometrical Probability and Biological Structures:

Buffon's 200th Anniversary. R. E. Miles & J. Serrd (Eds.)

Lecture Notes in Biomathematics, No. 23, Springer

Verlag, Berlin, 1978. (Contact Dr. J. Serra, Centre de

Geostatistique et de Morphology Mathematique,

35 rue de St. Honore, F-77305 Fontainebleau, France).

4. Newsletters of the International Society for Stereo-

~

4.1. Stereological Newsletter 1971

A Bibliography for Stereology by H. E. Exner and

H. F. Fischmeister (out of print, for Xerox-copies

contact Dr. H. E. Exner)

4.2. Newsletter 1S72 in Stereology : Quantitative

Image Analysis by Electronic Image Analysers.

Ed. G. Ondracek. KFK-Ext. 6/71-3.
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4 .3. Newsletter ~ 73 in Stereology (1973) . Ed. ,G. Ondracek,

KfK-Ext. 6/73-2.

4.4. Newsletter ~74 in Stereology (1974). Ed. G. Ondracek,

KfK-Ext. 6/74-4.

4.5. Newsletter ~75 in Stereology (1975) . Ed. G. Ondracek,

KfK-Ext. 6/75-3.

4.6. Newsletter ~ 76 in Stereology (1976) . Ed. G. Ondracek,

KfK-Ext. 6/76-6.

4.7. Newsletter ~77 in Stereology (1977). Ed. G. Ondracek,

KfK-Ext. 6/77-3.

4.8. Newsletter ~78r79 in Stereology (1978) Ed. G.

Ondracek, KfK 2769 B

4.9. Newsletter ~80 in Stereology (1980). Ed. G. Ondracek,

this volume.

For copies of Newsletters in Stereology contact KfK

Library, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, P.O. Box 3640,

D-7500 Karlsruhe, Literature Department, Federal Republic of Germany

5. Other Books and Proceedings (contact the publisher or

yourbook dealer. The ISS has no further information on

these books) .

5.1. S. A. Saltykov: Stereometrie Metallography

a: Russian Original, Third Edition, Metallurgisdat

Moscow 1970.

b: German Edition, Ed.: H. J. Eckstein, VEB Deutscher

Verlag für Grundstoffindustrie, Leipzig 1974.

c: English Translation of the Second Edition. Report

MCL-905/1+2, 1961. MCLTD, Wright Patterson Air Force

Base, Ohio, USA.

5.2. Quantitative Microscopy. Eds.: R. T. De Hoff and F. N.

Rhines, McGraw-Hill, New York. 1968.

5.3. Underwood, E. E.: Quantitative Stereology. Addison

Wesley, Massachusetts, USA. 1970.

5.4. Special Issue 1 of Practical Metallography, Proceedings

of the Third Quantimet Colloquium 1970, Dr. Riederer

Verlag, Stuttgart. Eds.: G. Petzow and H. E. Exner.
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5.5. Advances in Qu~ntit~tive Im~ge An~1ysis {cont~ct

eambridge Instruments Co., GmbH, D-4600Dortmund(

Harnackstr.35-43, Federal Republic of Germany

a: Imanco-Symposium, Frankfurt 1973.

b: Imanco-Symposium, Frankfurt, 1975.

5.6. Stereology and Quantitative Metallography, Eds.: G. E.
,

Pellissier and S. M. Purdy, American Society for Testing

and Materials, STP 504, Philadelphia 1972.

5.7. Special Image Analysis Issues of The Microscope

(contact Editor, 2 Mc Crone Mews, Belsize Lane,

London NW3 5BG, England)

a: Volume 16 No. 2, 1968.

b: Volume 19 No. 1 , 1971.

c: Volume 22 No. 1 , 1974.

5.8. Microstructural Analysis, Eds.: J. L. McCall and W. M.

Mueller, Plenum Press, New York 1973.

5.9. Proceedingsof the Colloquium on the Applications of

Stereology and Computing in Earth Sciences, Metallo

graphyand Biological Research, Vysoke Tatry, Czecho 

rlovakia, 1976. (Contact Dr. G. Timcak, Kosice Tech.

Univ., Kosice, CSSR, or J. -L. Chermant, Univ. of Caen,

F-14032, Caen, CEDEX, France.)

5.10. W. Rostoker and J. R. Dvorak: Interpretation of Metallo

graphie Microstructures, Academic Press, NewYork-San

Francisco-London, 1977.

5.11. J. L. Binet. La Cytologic Quantitative. Presses Univer

sitaires de France, 1977 (contact Prof. J. L. Binet,

Fac. Pitie-Salpetiere,91 Boulevard de L'Hospital,

F-75013 Paris, France).

5.13. Proceedings of an International Symposium on Quantitative

Metallography in Florence, 1978. AlM, Milano 1978

(contact Associazione Italiana di Metallurgia, Piazzale

R. Morandi, 1-20121 Milano, Italy).

5.12. K. C. YEPHRBCKNN Stereology in Metallurgy (in Russian),

Metallurgisdat, Moscow 1977.
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5.14. Microscopia Acta, Issues dealing with Image Analysis

and Stereology. S. Hirzel Verlag Stuttgart.

a: Volume 82 / No. 2,1979.Issue devoted to the Fifth

International Congress for Stereology.

b: Supplement 1, 1977. Advances of Quantitative Image

Analysis and Quantitative Image Analysis of Biological

Structures,Proceedings of a Cambridge-Symposium and of

the 12th Dortmund Workshop, Dortmund 1976.

c: Supplement 3, 1979. Advances in Quantitative Image

Analysis, Proceedings Quantimet Symposium, Dortmund 1978.

5.15. Coleman, R.: An Introduction to Mathematical Stereology,

Memoirs, University of Aarhus, No. 3, 1979. (Contact

Afdelning for Teoretisk Statistik, Matematistik Institut,

Aarhus Universitet, Ny Munkegade, DK-8000 Aarhus C,

Denmark) .

5.16. Weibel, E. R.: Stereological Methods, Vol. 1: Practical

Methods for Biological Morphometry. Academic Press,

London-New York-Toronto, 1980.

6. Monographs Related to Stereology

Contact the publisher or your book dealer. The ISS has

no further information on these books.

6.1. Kendall, M. G. Moran, P.A.P.: Geometrical Probability.

Charles Griffin, London, 1963.

6.2. Proceedings of the Symposium on Statistical and Prob

abilistic Problems in Metallurgy, Ed~ W. L. Nicholsen,

Seattle 1971. Special Supplement to Advances in Applied

Probability, 1972 (contact W. L. Nicholsen, Battelle

Northwest, P.G.Box 999, Richland, Wa. 99352, USA).

6.3. Santalo, L. A.: Integral geometry and geometric prob

ability. Addison-Wesley, Reading (Mass.) 1976.

6.4. Mandelbrot, B. B.: FractaJs: form, chance and dimension.

Freeman, San Francisco, 1977.
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Stereological Methods
Volum·e 1
PrQctical Methods for Biological Morphometry

Academic Press
A Subsidiarv of Harcourt Srace Jovanovich, Publishers
Landon New York Toronto Sydney San Francisco

Ewald R. Weibel
Department of Anatomy
University of Beme
Beme, Switzerland

FebruaryIMarch 1980
xviii + 416pp., $57.50
0.12.742201.3

In microscopical research the use of quantitative
methods - the morphometric approach - is still not
very popular. This is largely because the microscopist
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O. Summary

In some circurnstances, merely unflat surfaces represent an easily

accessible or interesting object for morphometric analysis. Projections

of such surfaces on flat test areas can be quantitatively analyzed using

modified stereological methods, but giving up a three-dimensional inter

pretation. Since the latter was essential for coining the term stereo

logy, a neologism "astereology" has been proposed, meaning the areal

(two-dimensional) analysis of the surface projections.

The article presents a coherent system of astereological equations for

the estimation of areas, boundaries and nurnbers of structures, in both

implicit and explicit forms. Next, formulas are given for estimating the

relative and absolute values, with the indirect and direct method of

determination for the latter.

Objects suitable for astereological analysis could be found in the life

sciences as well as in the material sciences. Three practical examples

are given from the biomedical field, from the electron microscopic,

light microscopic and macroscopic levels respectively. These examples

show that worthwile quantitative, comparative data can be obtained by

this approach.

1. Methoaological Part

The term "astereology" implies a set of methods using the standard

stereological equipment, procedures and mathematical background, which

make possible a morphometric analysis of unflat surfaces and their

components without aspiring to a three-dimensional interpretation of

data. Since the latter was essential for coining the term "stereology",

we have proposed a neologism adding "alpha privativurn" as aprefix

designating a negation (Kalisnik, 1977) in order to stress therestricti

on to two-dimensional space.

The basic symbols used in this paper are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1

Interrelationship of Features, Reference Spaces and Densities with

Corresponding Symbols and Dimensions

reference spaces

plane line point

A (2) L (1) P (0)

area areal intercept point

A (2) AA (0) LL (0) Pp (0)
[f)
(])

~

/
;:} boundary boundary interseetion.w
cU
(]) L (1) LA (-1) PL

(-1)c....,

number numerical Ae0
. '(,y

(areal) 0Y
0.'0'0

N (0) NA (-2)

A coherent system of astereological formulas has been partly complied

and partly deduced (Table 2). These formulas aim at making it possible

for a nonmathematician, e.g. biologist er physician, to apply this

quantification access.

Table 2

Coherent System of the Astereological Formulas, Used for Computation of

Quantities, Meas~red on Projected Plane (Indicated by Primes)

explicitly

implicitly relatively absolutely

indirectly directly

P' P'
A' L' P' A' k

A' k= = = - = - A A' = P' aA L P Ak P k P 0 k k .
0 o.

TC n Pk TC Pk +L' -
TC

L' = - P' L' = 2L L' = - -A k - 2 Pk . dA 2 L Ak k 2 L 0
0 0 1

~' ~'
N' N' k N' k N'= A = A AoA Ak k k

0 0
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N.S.

This formula+ is valid only if a test system composed solely of parallel

lines is utilized. The: following formulas are to be used for a grid of

horizontal and vertical lines':

(1)

and for the multipurpose system:

A special warning should be given, when the absolute boundarY,+ength Lk
is estimated in a direct astereological manner. The formula presented--

in Table 2 is valid only when a test system composed solely of parallel

lines is used. Sut if a grid of horizontal and vertical lines (test

system A) is applied, the obtained number of intersections is two times

greater and with the multipurpose test system (test system M) two times

smaller, the same distance Q between'the test lines being supposed.

Some stereological methods have been developed for a three-dimensional

interpretation of the data obtained on uneven surfaces, e.g. on the

freeze-fracture preparations (Weibel et al., 1976) and scanning

electron micrographs (Leblond and Shoucri, 1978). These met0ods, how

ever, are valid for a limited number of cases only.

In the material sciences these problems have been thoroughly studied

by Underwood, who proposed the term "quantitative fractography",

suitable for one type of objects (Underwood, 1972 , 1974, 1979).

There are a great manYcases where stereological methods, sensu

strictu, cannot be applied or may even not be interesting. Such cases

could be found in various scientific fields and on various magnifi-:

cation levels. This paper presents three examples from the biomedical

field, of which one is for the electron microscopic, one for the light

microscopic and one for the macroscopic level. In these three cases

the quantification has been performe~;astereologically and its useful-
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ness has been evaluated either by estimating various objects or compa

ring the astereologically obtained results with the directly morpho

metrically ascertained ones.

2. Morphological Changes in Tight Junction Elements of the Exocrine

Pancreas During Embryonic Development

Ultrastructural Astereological Analysis of Frozen Fractured Material

2.0 Abstract

The development of tight junction elements in the cells of the exocrine

pancreas in embryonic and adult mice was quantitatively analyzed by

means of the freeze-fracture technique.

The density of the boundary length of junctional elements in the

membrane area significantly increases from embryonic to adult cells.

This indicates changes in thearrangement of membrane particles (i.e.

membrane differentiation) following the embryonic development.

2.1 Introduction

The apical part of the lateral face of pancreas cells contains ridges

in the PF faces and grooves in the EF faces, indicating the presence

of zonula occludens - tight junction (Wade and Karnovsky, 1974). The

difference in the morphology of the zonula occludens in freeze-frac

ture material between the cells of 17 embryonic day old and adult mice

was examinated. It was found the embryonic zonula occludens consists

of only a few junctional strands. By contrast, in the cells of adult

animals there are more interconnected strands (Jezernik and Pipan,1978).

In our work the morphological data from these ~cells were analyzed

quantitatively.
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2.2 Material and Methods

Fixation and Freeze-fracture

Pieces of the exocrine pancreas of embryonic and adult animals were

fixed for 1 h in 2 %solution of glutaraldehyde and 4 %paraform

aldehyde. They were then soaked for 2 h in 20 %glycerol solution in

sucrose (for the cells of adult animals) or prolonged for 1 h in 30 %
glycerol in the same solution (for the embryonic cells).

Pieces of tissue were quickly frozen in Freon 22 cooled with liquid

nitrogen. Fracturing was performed at _1000 C in a Balzers BSV 202

unit. Replicas were c~eaned in 70 %H2S04 and 40 %Cr0
3

, washed in

distilled water and recovered on coated copper grids. The replicas

were then examinated in a Siemens electron microscope.

Morphometry

We examined two groups of animals. From each group twelve replicas

were examined at a fixed magnification of 12 000. In all cases only

the n1icrographs with intercellular junctions between two neighbour

cells have been evaluated. The same method of sampling has been used

by some other authors too (Humbert et al., 1976). The micrographs

were examined without any knowledge of the experimental conditions

and evaluated with the Merz test system. The number of intersections

of the test lines with tight junction elements (ridges on PF faces

and grooves on EF faces) was recordered and the density of the boundary

lenght ( LA ) of tight junction elements was analyzed according to the

following formula:

where LA is the density of the boundary length on the membrane area,

P' is the number of intersections of the tight junctional elements, and

LT is the total length of the test lines. Student's test was used for

the statistical analysis of the results.
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2.3 Results

Tight junctional elements in the embryonie and adult cells of the exo

crine pancreas are qualitatively and quantitatively different (Fig. 1,2).

The quantitative changes are shown in Table 3.

Table 3

Density of Boundary Length of Junctional Elements in the Membrane Area

Animal No Embryonie Adult

1 - 4 0.07 2.1

5 - 8 0.23 0.95

9 - 12 0.20 0.96

Mean for all 0.17 1.00 p< 0.05

The density of the boundary length (LA) of tight junction increased

from the 17 th embryonie day (LA = 0~7) to adult animals (LA = 1.00).

This difference is statistically significant (p<0.05).

2.4 Discussion

The reference area in our case was not the entire cell surface projecti

on, but the surrounding of intercellular junctions between two cells,

the extension being determined by the fixed magnification. This made

possible a comparison of results between two groups of animals.

A three-dimensional interpretation of the data would be difficult

because the studied surface is not flat. We therefore used the astereolo

gical access (Kalisnik, 1977). Tight junctions are oriented in a pre

ferential direction, so we applied the Merz test system.

The increase in the tightness of the zonula occludens network repre

sents a kind of membrane differentiation in embryonie development. This

indicates qualitative and quantitative changes in the membrane plane,

i.e. changes in the organization and rearrangement of particles (Friend
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Fig. 1

PF face of luminal plasmalema in the cells of a l7-embryonic day-old

mouse exocrine pancreas. Note the tight junction elements (arrows).

x 40 000.
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Fig. 2

PF face of luminal plasmalema in the cells of the exocrine pancreas of

an adult mouse. Tight junction elements consist of many grooves and

ridges (arrows). x 40 000.
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and Gilula, 1972),

It was found that the zonula occludens in the cells of the "leaky"

epithelium consists of only one or a few junctional strands. A large

fraction of the passive transepithelial flux appears to follow the para

cellular route. By contrast, in the "tight" epithelia (consisting of

many junctional strands) the resistance of the paracellular pathway to

the passive flux is greatly increased (Claude and Goodenough, 1973).

On the basis of our results as well as according to data by Claude and

Goodenough (1973), we can expect a reduction of the passive flux in

embryonic cells of the exocrine pancreas following the differentiation

process. Our results confirm observations of morphological developments

of embryonic cells in the exocrine pancreas.

3. Morphometric Analysis of Marnrnary Fibroadenoma Nuclei

3.0 Abstract

In aspiration biopsy smears of mammary fibroadenomas, the area and

boundary length of nuclei were estimated astereologically and their

diameter computed. The results were compared with the values deter

mined by a direct morphometrical mettJod using an ocular micrometer. No

statistically significant differences were obtained.

Astereological estimation of the cell nuclei is satisfactorily precise

and less time consuming than direct measuring with an ocular micrometer.

3.1 Introduction

The aim of this study was to find out whether the diameters of the cell

nuclei can be estimated astereologically with satisfactory prEcision,

if the results are compared with values obtained directly with an ocular

micrometer.

3.2 Material and Methods

The material was obtained with aspiration biopsy from 16 mammary fibro

adenomas, dried on air and stained according to Giemsa (Fig. 3).Two
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Fig. 3

Human mammary fibroadenoma smear, Giemsa, obj. x 100.
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morphometric methods were applied for determinating the cell nuclei

profiles diameter: The indirect astereological and direct method

using an ocular micrometer. For the astereological estimation of cell

nuclei profiles diameter I the area (A') and boundary length (L') were

estimated and the diameter computed according to the following formulas:

lr;:
2rl = 2 V~.n

L'
n·

2r =. (2r l + 2r2)/2 (6)

For the computation of diameters from the area and/or boundary length ,

the circle has been approximated for the form of nuclei projections.

Preliminary measurements showed that in each smear at least 68 nuclei

were to be measured if the maximal error was not to exceedlO %of the

average at the 95 %confidence interval.

The astereologically estimated diameters were compared with the direct

ly determined values.

3.3 Results

The data are presented in Graph 1 and Table 4 .

Table 4

The Average (x), Standard Deviation (SD) and Standard Error (SE) for

Area (A'), Boundary Length (L') and Diameter of Fibroadenoma Nuclei

Profiles, Obtained Indirectly According to Formulas /(4),(5),(6)/ and

Directly (d) in pm

A' L' 2rl 2r2 2r d

- 74.3 28.0 8t 9x 9.7 9.3 9.5

SD 11.3 2.2 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.7

SE 2.8 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

P n. s. n.s. n.s.
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Graph 1
Frequency distribution of the cell nuclei diameters estjmated directly

(hatched) and indirectly (white), in pm.

The differences between astereologically estimated diameters and direct

ly measured values were not significant.
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3.4 Discussion

The differences between the values obtained by various estimation tech

niques are possibly due to the fact that the projections of nuclei are

not only circles but also ellipses. 1t should be pointed out that the

indirect astereological method is faster than the direct one.

4. The Use of the AstereologicalTechnlque in Nuclear Medicine

4.0 Abstract

The astereological technique can be used for the analysis of the area

and boundary length of scintigram.

4.1 1ntroduction

Thyroid, liver and spleen scintigraphy is daily performed in nuclear

medicine departments and scintigrams are quantitatively analysed by

means of diameters, planimeter, computer etc. A scintigram (area), a

two-dimensional projection of the organ, correlates with its volume

(three-dimensional), which is important from several viewpoints. Thy~

roid volume and/or weight is necessary for calculating a therapeutic dose

of 1311 in the treating hyperthyroidism. The speed of liver metastases

growth has some prognostic value and the magnitude oi the spleen indi

cates the therapeutic effect in leucosis. We use the ~stereological

method (Kalisnik, 1977) for the analysis of scintigrams.

4.2 Technique

The scintigram has to be completely covered with a transparent lattice

test system. Using the simplest operation - counting - the absolute

values of the area, boundary and number are established. A thyroid

scintigram, taken with a Scintimat rectilinear scanner is given as an

example (Fig~ 4).
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I ,

Fig. 4
Thyroid scintigram Cd = 10,6 cm).

4.3 Results

Table 5 presents the values obtained by the astereological method Carea

and boundary) compared with those obtained directly morphometrically

by means of a planimeter and a thread.
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Table 5

Variables for the Thyroid Scintigram in Figure 4

Method astereological direct

Variable

Area (A' ) 2 83 81cm

Boundary (L'~
1 45 43cm

Shape factor L' 0 24,4 22,8A cm
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Sununary

The paper points out the usefulness of stereological analysis, both when de
termining the geometrical characteristics of the structure of a rock /regarded
as a grained material formed from crystals of one or more minerals/ subjected
to crushing, and also when determining the geometrical characteristics of
grains as a product of crushing. There are given sets of characteristircs
referring on the average to a unit volume of a rock and the results of their
determination, taking as an example a set of cupriferous minerals of copper
ore. There has been presented the mathematical basis for determining the total
mean curvature and the surface area of single grains basing on the measurements
made in projections. The equivalence of the total mean curvature of a grain
and its Feret.' s diameter has been noted. The paper proposes to characterize the
size and the shape of grains on the basis of the functionals of convex bodies
as the principal quantitaties occuring in stereological analysis.

Introduction

Traditional granulometry developed the methods of determining geometrical
characteristics of grains in loose materials, i.e. the products of the
crushing of rocks. Modern granulometry has recently become more and more
interested in the grained materials, i.e. solid bodies consisting of grains
of one or more components. An example of such materials are the rocks com
posed of crystals of one or more minerals.

Though from geometrica1 point of view a single crystal maybe regarded as
a convex body, sets of crystals of one mineral surrounded 'in the rock by
crystals of other minerals may frequently present a great number ofspatial
configurations. Our notions of the spatial structure of a rock are usually
based in the observation of the mosaic visible on flat sections made from
rock samples. By analogy we might say that the task of reconstructing the
spatial structure on the basis of our knowledge of the mosaic visible on a
flat section is similar to the task of reconstructing a flat mosaic on the
basis of the knowledge of the chords along asecant lying on a plane.

Paper presented at:
XIII International Mineral Processing Congress
Warszawa, June 4-9, 1979
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An attempt at a qualitative characteristics of the parti-

cular structural elements may have at least two aims: a) to

~upplement the qualitative mineralogical description of the

rock with a quantitative one and b) to determine the effect

of the geometrical structure Qf the rock on its mechanical

properties, on the behaviour of the rock during its crushing

and while liberating the grains of a particular mineral.

A quantitative characteristics of the particular elements

of the spatial structure of a grained material and a geometri-

cal characteristics of the individual grains and theircollec-

tion, i.e. a loose material, are the subject of the .stereolo-

gica~ analysis. In the first case the analysis is based on

measurements or calculations made on plane sections of the

sampIes. In the other case - it is based on the measurements

of the elements of projections of individual grains on a plane,

i.e. their shadow~ Stereological analysis mayaIso be charac-

terized as a method of three-dimensional interpretation of

flat images, i.e. cross-section and shadows.

Numerical Characteristics of Rock Structure

To characterize a single grain as a geometrical body we
,

assume its basic functionals: volume V, surface Fand the

total mean curvature M. Considering a small acquaintance with

the last quantity we quote its definition /1, 17/. If the

grain consituteB a body confined by a smooth surface F of

C2 class, then
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(1)

where R1 , R2 are the radii of the main curvatures at a point

of the surface F. If the grain is ~ convex polyhedron, then

1
M = 2 L

i
l.~. ,

1. 1.
(2 )

where 1. - is the length of the i-th edge, andX., 0< .<TI is
1. 1. 1.

the angle formed by the versors of the sides intersecting a-

long the i-th edge. A grain confined by a smooth surface may

be regarded as a limit of a sequence of polyhedron circum-

scribed on it in a proper way. It is proved in geometry that

a sequence of values of mean total curvatures corresponding

to a sequence of polyhedrons and calculated by means of for-

mula (2) tends to the value given in formula (1). Thetotal

mean curvature of the sphere M = 4TIR (R - sphere radius), to-

tal mean curvature of a rectangular paralleleliped M = TI

(1. - edge length). Formula (1) is valid for con
1.

cave bodies. Formula (2) can be generalized for concave poly-

hedrons. Let us notice that the quantities (V, F, M) have the

dimensions (1 3 , 1 2 , 11), respectively.

Let us consider a piece of rock, in which we distinguish

a single mineral. The remaining minerals are regarded as a

matrix. The grains G. (i = 1, ... ,N) of this mineral are sets of
1.

crystals confined by the contact surface with the matrix.

Let us denote by V the volume of a piece of rock, and by
r

N - the number of grains located in it. To each grain G. we
1.

assign three numbers (V., F., M.). As the quantities charac-
1. 1. 1.

terizing the grains of the distinguished mineral we assume
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the set of indices (V, F, M, N), whose names and definitions

are given in Table 1, column 1 and 2, respectively. As fol-

lows from the definitions these are the mean value per a vo-

lume unit of the rock. Let us assume that a piece of rock has

been cut through by r planes located uniformly in space. On

the obtained plane sections with the areas f. (j = 1, ... ,r)
J

the grains are visible as plane figures. Let us denote the

area and the perimeter belonging to the i-th grain on the

j-th section by f .. and 1 .. , respectively. The total number
1J 1J

of grains visible on the j-th section will be denoted by m ..
J

As a result of the summation of the above quantities over

all the sections we obtained Lf .. , LI .. , Lm, Lf .. These sums enable
1J 1J J

- -
to calculate the values of the estimators VI' F 1 , MI of the

unknown accurate values V, F, M according to the formulae in

column 3, Table 1.

The measurements and calculations of the elements of the

mosaic visible on plane sections may be also carried out a-

long the lines with the length s., situated at random or re
J

gularly on those sections. Let us denote by s .. the length
1J

of the chord formed by the j-th line with the i-th grain, and

by n. - the number of chords on the j-th line. After summing
J

up these values on allIines we shall obtain Ls .. , Ln., Ls.,
1J J J

which, on the basis of formulae given in column 4, Table 1,

provide the values of the estimators V2 , F 2 of the unknown

quantities V, F.

On the plQne sections of a rock sampie points may be pro-

jected at rapdom or they may be situated in a systematic way.

Let us denote by ZR the total number of projected points and

by zG - the number of points which have fallen on the grains,



Table 1: List of estimators of specific volume, specific surfaces
and specifiv total mean curvature
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in column 1, Table 1, there has been given the estimator v
3

of the specific volume V.

Table 1 contains a list of the estimators obtained from

plane, linear and point analyses, carried out on plane sec-

tions. Let us notice that the estimators should be regarded

as random variables, the values of which tend asymptotically

to the unknown (V, F, M) with increasing representativeness

of the measured population.

The problem connected with: a) methods of deriving the

estimators of indices referring to a unit volume of the rock,

b) the validity range of the formulae,c) definite methods of

carrying out measurements and calculations on the cross-sec-

tions by means of various instruments, d) discu~sion of er-

rors - have been widely discussed in literature. We shall. .

mention here some studies based on original works,concer-

ning the methods of deriving the estimators. Thus, estimator

V1 has been supplied by Delesse /14/, estimator V
2

by Rosiwal

/24/. The estimators F1 and F
2

have been given by Saltykov

/25/, Smith and Guttman /26/ and by Hennig /18/. Finally,

estimator M1 was given in the study /2/ as weIl as by Cahn

/11/, De Hoff /13/ and Giger /16/. The formulae for theesti-

mators - except M1 - are valid for arbitrary shapes of the

grains. The extension of the validity of the estimator M1 on

concave grains makes it necessary to provide an interpretation

of the notion of M for this class of bodies.

Up to now no method for determining the estimator for

N with equally general assumptions has been given. Saltykov

/25/ has supplied the method of determining the specific num-

ber of spheres.De Hoff /12/ has derived the set of formulae
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for determining the specific number of grains ,. geometrically

similar to each other, when simultaneously postulating the

type of their size distribution. In the study /19/ there has

been given and in the studies /8, 5/ there has been developed

the secalled method of coupled sections for determining the

specific number of convex grains when simultaneously postu-

lating the type of their random distribution in the rock.

The finding of the method of determining N would enable

a wider application of the characteristics reffered usually

to a single grain. We are concerned here with the quantities:

v P
IF i F= =-,

N N'N
(3)

The set (V, P, M) characterizes the average size of a grain

of a particular mineral in the rock and it corresponds to the

set (V, F, MJ, which characterizes the size of a single grain.

Stereological Analysis of Copper Ore

A mining deposit is not a homogeneous formation, but is

characterized by a variety of structure and physical proper-

ties. A values V, F, M, N defined in the preceding chapter

are determined from measurements on thin sections or polished

sections of sampies taken from the deposit. The natural vari-

ability of the deposit is the reason for the fluctuation of

the measured quantities which is cauSed by the random choice

of the place from which the sampie has been taken. The values

of V, F, M, N obtained from measurements are random vari-

.ables. In stereological analysis we usually give some nume-
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rical characteristics of these random variables (mean value,

variance). A full probabilistic characteristics of a random

variable is given by the distribution function or the distri

bution density. The knowledge of the distribution function or

the density makes it possible to determine all the moments,

as weIl as the probability of assuming by the random variable

of a value from an arbitrary given interval.

To illustrate the application of the stereological analy

sis we shall present here the results of measurements of the

specific volume V, of the specific surface Fand of the spe

cific total mean curvature M of a set of cupriferous minerals

found in the copper ore from the mine "Rudna".

Nine sampies were taken from a piece of ore, we~ghing ca.

30 kp. From each sampie there were prepared three rectangular,

polished sections, of the size 24 x 36 mm, cut out in three

directions, perpendicular to each other. The grains of cupri

ferous'minerals were visible on the sections as bright, metal

lic figures. On account of a big contrast between those mine

rals and the sandstone matrix it was possible to use for the

measurements an automatie device - a Quantimet 720. On each

of the 27 microsections the measurements were made on 12 sepa

rate fields of the size 2,2 x 1.5 mm, situated regularlyon

the sections. Due to the fact that the distance between the

measured fields was considerably greater than the size of

the figures, the measurements of the particular field could

be regarded as randomly independent. In each measured field

there were determined: the specific volume, specific surface

and the specific total mean curvature. Use was made of the

estim~tors VI' FI , and F 2 (specific surface was determined
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by two methods) and of MI' which have been gi~en in Table 1.

It should be no ted here that the estimator MI for the

total mean curvature is valid only for convex bodies. The

grains of cupriferous minerals in the examined ore are not

all convex bodies, nevertheless this estimator was used in

the present study for determining the specific total mean

curvature.

Each set of results from 324 measurements, being the

realization of the random variables VI' F1 , F 2 and MI has

been the subject of statistical elaboration. There have been

determined the frequency distributions and the empirical dis-

tribution functions of those variables. The empirical distri-

butions of all four variables were approximated with the con-

tinuous probability distribution "gamma" (r) /23/. The den-

sity of this distribution is defined by the formula:

. (~a a-l -bx
g(x) = lr(a) x e

for x .:s: 0

for x > 0

and the distribution function by the formula:

r for x ~ 0
b a x

a-l -bsG (x) - r (a) f s e ds
0 for x > 0

The constants a and bare the parameters of the distribution

r. With these parameters the expected value m and the vari-

2ance 0 are expressed by the formula:

m = .5!.
b '

2
o (4 )
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When approximating the empirical distributions using the dis~

tribution f, it was desired that the two first moments of the

theoretical distribution (m and a
2

) were equal to those of

the empirical distribution. This enabled to determine a and b.

In Figs.1, 2, 3, 4 there have been shown the distributions

V1 , F1 , F2 and M1 obtained from measurements and approximated

by the distributions f.

The assumption that the variables V
1

, F1 , F
2

and M
1

have

the probability distribution f was verified by means of two

2tests of th~ goodness of fit: the X test and the Ko~mogorow's

test. On the significance level tt = 0.05 none of the tests
-

gave reasons for rejecting this assumption. The detailed re-

sults can be found in /10/.

As we have already mentioned the measurements results in

the particular fields can be regarded as randomly independent.

Thus the arithmetic means from all realizations are assumed

as the estimators of the average random variables V
1

, F
1

, F
2

,

M1 and denoted by V1s ' F1s ' F2s ' M1s ' respectively. The question

arises about the accuracy with which the arithmetic means

approach the real average values. The repetition of the mea-

surements on another sampIe taken from the same ore and the

determination of the arithmetic means will in general give as

results values different from those obtained by uso With this

in mind we may regard the arithmetic means V1 ' F
1

,F ,M1s s 2s s

as random variables and determine their distribution of proba-

bility.

It is easy to prove that the arithmetic mean of n in-

dependent random variables, each of which has the same proba-

bility distribution "garruna", has also the distribution "garruna".
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The parameter a 1 and b 1 of the arithmetic mean distribution

are expressed by means of the parameters a and b of the dis-

tribution of a particular variable with the' following forrnulae:

a 1 = na,

2According to (4) for the first two moments m1 and 01 of the

arithrnetic mean distribution we have:

= :.t = na = E. =b 1 nb b rn,

~
2

= = ----lliL = -..SL = ~
b 2 n 2b 2 nb n

1

i.e. the arithmetic mean has the same mean value as a sinGle

variable, and its variance is n times smaller.
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In Fig.5 there has

been shown by way of exarnple

the course of the distribu-

tion function and of the

probability density of the

arithmetic means V1s . The

obtained distribution enable

to determine the probability

that the arithrnetic means

will be contained in an ar-

bitrary chosen interval.

It should be noted that

the three nurnerical charac-

teristics V, F, M of the

Fig.5. Distribution of the
arithrnetic mean of the spe
cific volume V1s .

geornetrical structure ofa
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rock are not, in general, randomly independent quantities.

For a structure composed of similar bodies there exists a

close functionalrelation between these quantities. The con~

ditions under which a deposit is formed favour the formation

of crystals and their complexes of similar shape. Hence the

three mentioned quantitities are usually statistically cor-

related.

~ [nfm] .
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Fig.6. Correlation between the variables F I and VI.

In Fig.6, by way of example, there has been shown in

double logarithmic system the correlation of the variables

VI' F I , that has been obtained from measurements made on

sections of copper ore.
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Determination of the Surface and the Total Meah Curvature

of a Single Grain Using Projection Method.

The surface area Fand the total curvature M of convex

grains can be determined from the measurements of perpendi

cu1ar projections of the grains. A theoretical basis for this

procedure is provided by Cauchy's projection formulae /17/:

F = ~ f a (n) dn

M = ~ !b(n)dn

(5 )

(6)

a(n) denotes here the area of a perpendicular projection of

a grain on a plane normal to the direction n, b(n) is the

length of a perpendicular projection of a grain on a straight

line with the direction n, i.e. Feret's diameter of this grain

in the direction n. The integration domain in both integrals

is the full solid angle equal to 4n stereoradians.

In practical application the determination of the surface

area or the total mean curvature is based on replaeing the in

tegrals by approximate sums and on the measurements of projec

tions in a few directions located at random or uniformly in

space.

The accuracy of the result obtained in this way depends

on the number of projection directions and on the grain shape.

Thus for a sphere, a single measurements suffices to determine

the accurate value of the surface or of the total mean curva

ture. The flatter or longer fs the grain the greater is the

dispersion of a single measurements of a projection in a di

rection chosen at random.
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We may consider theoretically the most disadvantageous

extreme case when the grain degenerates at measurement of the

shadow area into a plane fragment, and at the measurement of

the total mean curvature - into a segment. In both these cases

the measured values of a single projection have a uniform pro-

bability distribution /6, 7, 4/.

With a multiple projection we may distinguish two cases:

when the projection directions are randomly independent and

when they are coupled. In the first case the arithmetic mean

from the perpendicular measurements is assumed as the magni-

tude of the area or the total mean curvature

k

F
4 L a(n.) (7 )= k 1

i

k

M .h L b (n. ) (8 )
k 1

i

where k is the number of measurements, a(n.) - the area of
1

the projection in the direction n., b(n.) - the length of the
1 1

projection on a straight line having the direction n .. When
1

projection in independent directions the obtained values have

a variance which is inversely propor.tional to the number of

projection directions.

The measurements in coupled directions are more advantage-

ous. With a right choice of directions, when they are uniformly

located in space, the magnitude of the area or of the total

mean curvature (measured, as weIl, according to formulae (7),

(8)), has a considerably smaller variance than while projec-

ting in equal number of independent directions.

Fig.7 shows the distribution functions of the magnitude
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Fig.7 .. The distribution function of the projection area of
a plane fragment when projecting in one direction
and in 3, 4 and 6 coupled directions.

of an area of anormal projection of a plane fragment when

projecting in one direction (curve 1) and when projecting in

k = 3, 4, 6 coupled directions which form normals to a cube,

octa- and dodecahedrons (curves 2, 3, 4). The independent

variable s is here the ratio of the projections area 0 to

the area of the projected fragment of a plane, 0 (s = ~) .
o 00

As it has been pointed out in /9/ these results can be

used to obtain the distribution of the magnitude of an area,

determined with a single projection, for a cube, octa- and

dodecahedron. Between the variable sand the surface area F

of these regular polyhedrons there exists the relation

F = 4 k 0 So

where 0
o

tively.

is the area of a single side, k = 3, 4, 6, respec-

Fig.8 shows the length distribution of a perpendicu-
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Fig.8. The distribution function of the projection length
of a segment, a tetrahedron, a cube, an octohedron
and dodecahedron with a single projection in a
straight line.

lar projection of a segment with the" length 2 (curve 1) and

that of a tetrahedron, cube, octa- and dodecahedron, in a ran~

domly chosen direction (curves 2, 3, 4, 5). These polyhedrons

are inscribed in a sph~re with the radius 1.

Equivalence of Feret's Diameter and the Total Mean Curvature

of a Convex Grain.

Feret /15/ has defined the grain size as the mean distance

of tangents of a constant direction, drawn to the opposite sides

of the grain contour (with a sufficient number of grains, ap-

proximately the same size) .Thus Feret has not supplied a direct

definition for the size of s single grain, but has defined it

as the mean valu~ for a collection of grains which are "appro-

ximately the same size". The orain size according to Feret, tra-

ditionally called Feret's diameter, has been widely discussed in

literature. This not ion is generally understood as the mean dis-
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tance of the tangents drawn on a plane in a fixed direction

to the contours of an orthogonal projection of the grains

into this plane, on which - what is important - those grains

are lying. Considering the fact that the grains on the plane

usually lie in their most stable positions, the averaging is

performed only within a narrow range of the likely orientations

of the grains with respect to this plane. Strictly speaking,

while formulating correctly the definition of the grain size,

Feret failed to point out the method of realizing all possible

spatial orientations of the grains in relation to the chosen

direction.

Feretls diameter should be understood as the mean value

of the distance between the planes supporting the grain, taken

from all possible orientations of the grain within the full

solid angle equal to 4n stereoradians. Then we have

DFe = In~b(n)dn (9)

where b(n) - the width of the grain in the direction n, i.e.

the length of an orthogonal projection of the grain in a

straight line with the direction n. It will be noted that from

the above formula and from formula (6) there follows immedi-

ately the relation

D =...L M
Fe 2n

( 10)

which expresses the proportionality of the mean total curva-

ture of the grain and Feret's diameter. In the sence of for-

mula (10) we may speak of the equivalence of these two notions

for every convex grain.

It is possible to prove /3/ that Feret's mean diameter DFe
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and Mof the same collection of grains fulfill the relation

1 M
27T N

= -l =27T M. (11 )

It follows from this formula that the determination of B
Fe

may

be based on the method of the analysis of plane sections and

become independent of the analysis of projections on a plane.

A Natural Characteristics of the Size and Shape of a Grain

The quantities which in the stereological analysis charac-

terize the size of a single grain, so to say in a natural way,

are the va lues of its functionals

(V, F, M) or (12 )

It should be stressed, however, that the assignement of a

set of numbers (12) to a grain is not one-to-one correspondent.

Te each grain we can assign precisely three numbers (12), where-

as to the definite three numbers there may correspond one or

more grains having different shapes, and it mayaIso happen

that no single convex grain corresponds to the selected three

numbers. The characterization of asolid body through a set of

numbers in a unique way requires the determination of an at

least countable set of numbers. An attempt of this kind was

undertaken by Meloy /22/.

Consequently, a natural approach to a numerical characteri-

zation of the shape of a grain is the use of its functionals

(12). The realization of this tendency is the development of

some concepts represented in literature, e.g. by McAdams /20,

21/. For this purpose we shall make use of Blaschke's coeffi-
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cient and diagram /17, 4/.

B1aschke ha~ derived a pair of coefficients

(13 )

where C = 4n is Gauss l total curvature of asolid body. The

coefficients (x, y) satisfy the inequalities 0 ~ x ~ 1,

< < 2o - Y - x . To a collection of grains geometrically similar

to each other there corresponds one pair of numbers (x, y).

A(QO)

Fig.9. Blaschke's diagram.

Fig.9 shows Blaschke's diagram and it illustrates the

variation area (x, y) for convex grains. We shall give an

interpretation of the boundary of this area. To the poirit

A (0, 0) there corresponds a segment as adegenerated convex

2body. To the curve AC with the equation y = x there cor- ,
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respond extreme solid bodies, which, with given F, M, have

the greatest possible volume V. To the point C (1, 1) there

corresponds a sphere. To the curve CE (with an up to now

unknown equation) there correspond extreme bodies, which,

with given F. M, have the smallest possible volume V. To the

segment AE there correspond plane convex figures (V = 0)

as degenerated bodies. To the point E(JL , 0) there
2

1T

ponds a circle.

A set of Blaschke's coefficients may be proposed as a

set of coefficients of a convex grain shape. However, in

this case as weIl, the correspondence is not one-to-one.

The determination of the magnitude and shape of a grain

on the basis of its main functionals is characterized by a

logical bond with the quantities determined in stereologi-

cal analysis of sections and projections.
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Quantitative Gefügeanalyse, Stereologie und Eigenschaften
von Werkstoffen

Gerhard 0 n d r ace kund Fritz T h ü m m I e r, Karlsruhe *)

Quantitative Probenpräparation, optisch-elektronische Messung und stereologische sowie weiterführende Rechenprogramme
bilden zusammen die quantitative Gefügeanalyse. Ihre derzeitigen Genauigkeitsgrenzen und Einsatzmöglichkeiten - auch und
insbesondere zur Eigenschaftsbestimmung - werden behandelt.

Quantitative microstructural analysis includes the preparation, optic-electronical measuremeht and stereologic as weil as
proceeding computer programmes. Its accuracy and performance - also and in particular to determine materials properties 
are treated in this presentation.

L'analyse de microstructure quantitative est composee par la preparation d'echantillon, la mesure optique et electronique, la
stereologie ainsi que les programmes avances pour des ordinateurs. La limite de precision actuelle ainsi que la performance de
cetta methode seront traitees dans I'article presente.

1. Begriffe, Definitionen und experimentelle
Grundlagen der quantitativen Bildanalyse

Aufgabe der quantitativen Gefügeanalyse ist es,
das Gefüge von Werkstoffen und seine möglichen
Veränderungen durch geeignete Parameter quan
titativ zu charakterisieren. Das solcher Charakte
risierung zugrunde liegende Experiment ist die
Vermessung von Gefügebildern. Gefügebilder sind
zweidimensionale Ansichten ebener Schnitte
durch den dreidimensionalen Werkstoff. Sie wer
den so präpariert, daß die Gefügebestandteile
nach mikroskopischer Vergrößerung visuell un
terschieden, ihre Geometrie und geometrische
Anordnung in der Bildebene also erkannt werden
kann. Dabei ist zwischen Durchlicht- und Auflicht
präparaten zu unterscheiden. In der Werkstoff
kunde überwiegen Auflichtpräparate, die für quan
titative Messungen vielfach beispielsweise durch
Gasätzen farbkontrastiert werden können. Mittels
Farbfiltern können diese Farbkontraste in hell/
dunkel-Kontraste überführt werden und ergeben
damit das quantitativ auswertbare zweidimensio
nale Gefügebild (12). Zur Vermessung solcher
Gefügebilder kann direkt vom mikroskopischen
Bild, von seiner fotografischen Aufnahme oder von
einer elektronischen Nachbildung ausgegangen
werden. Die Messung selbst erfolgt mit Hilfe von
Meßpunkten (Punktanalyse), -linien (linear
analyse) oder Meßflächen (Flächenanalyse) (2),
(3), (6). Die entsprechenden Meßgeräte lassen
sich einteilen in manuelle, halb- und vollautoma
tische Systeme, wobei die Übergänge fließend
sind (4), (5), (6). Manuelle Systeme sind solche,
bei denen die Entscheidung über die Zuordnung

.) Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut für Material
und Festkörperforschung,
Postfach 3640, 0-7500 Karlsruhe

der Meßpunkte, -linien oder -flächen zu bestimm
ten Bildmerkmalen (Selektion) sowie alle folgen
den Operationen, die zum Resultat der Bildana
lyse führen, vom Beobachter getroffen werden
(Beispiel: Zeiss-Meßokulare und -Strichplatten;
Wild-Stichprobenmikroskop zur Mikrostereolo
gie). Bei halbautomatischen Geräten übernimmt
der Beobachter nur die Selektion, während alle
anderen Operationen vom Gerät ausgeführt wer
den (Beispiel: Zeiss-TGZ, Kontron-MOP, Leitz
ASM). Vollautomatische Geräte schließlich wer
den lediglich auf das zu analysierende Bild justiert
und arbeiten dann bis zum Bildanalysenergebnis
unabhängig vom Beobachter.

Solche vollautomatischen Geräte messen nach
zwei Meßprinzipien:
- das vom im Mikroskop beleuchteten ebenen

Präparat kommende Lichtbild wird über eine
Rasterblende in Bildpunkte zerlegt, deren Hei
ligkeit über Fotometer oder Fotomultiplier re
gistriert wird

- das vom im Mikroskop beleuchteten ebenen
Präparat kommende Lichtbild wird über eine
Fernsehröhre auf einem Bildschirm elektro
nisch nachgebildet und mit Hilfe der elektroni
schen Bildpunkte vermessen.

Die mit all diesen Geräten meßbaren Daten stam
men vom zweidimensionalen Bild. Um aus ihnen
auf den räumlichen Aufbau des Präparates schlie
ßen zu können, werden die Meßdaten mit Hilfe von
stereologischen Gleichungen in die dritte Dimen
sion näherungsweise umgerechnet (2), (3), (8),
(9), wobei entsprechend der Präparationsme
thode zwischen stereologischen Gleichungen für
Auflicht- und Durchlichtpräparate zu unterschei
den ist. Die Grundlage dieser Gleichungen ist die
mathematische Statistik. Ihre Ergebnisse sind da
her umso zuverlässiger, je mehr Meßdaten zur
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Ag 20 '0 60 60 Cu

ß-Konzentration (\bI."!.)

Abb.1
Ermittlung des Flächenverhältnisses der Phasen in einem
Ag-eu-Eutektikum mit verschiedenen, vollautomatischen

Bildanalysatoren

Verfügung stehen und je geringer ihre Streuung
ist. Diese Streuung hängt einmal ab von der Bild
qualität und damit von der Güte der Präparation,
zum anderen von der Meßgenauigkeit der Bild
analysatoren. Nach neueren Untersuchungen be
trägt die Standardabweichung beim gegenwärti
gen Entwicklungsstand der elektronischen Ge
räte etwa ± 10%. Dieser Richtwert für die statisti
sche Streuung von quantitativen elektronischen
Bildanalysen ergibt sich sowohl beim Vergleich
zwischen Meßergebnissen, die einmal durch halb
automatische und zum anderen durch vollauto
matische Messung gewonnen wurden, als auch
beim Vergleich von Meßergebnissen, die mit ver
schiedenen vollautomatischen Geräten ermittelt
wurden (Abb. 1). Er gilt
- bei unterschiedlicher Meßproblematik wie Seh

nenlängenverteilung, mittlerer Sehnenlänge
oder Phasenanteilen,

- bei unterschiedlichen Präparaten wie metalli
schen, keramischen und porösen oder einpha
sigen und mehrphasigen Werkstoffen,

- als statistischer Fehler der Messungen einer
Person,

- bei Messungen durch verschiedene Personen.

IAutlichll(Durchlichll

diejenige bei der statistischen Umrechnung der
Meßdaten über Stereologiegleichungen in Gefü
geparameter hinzukommt.

relativer Volumenanteil

Co -.-----

mittlere Grenzfläche

Projektionsbild Schnittbild

~
";-o~"-1 "'----j----~}";:.••

l; .-..G-~. -

I; l~ ~_~ "

2. Stereologie und Gefügeparameter

Nach den bisherigen Ausführungen besteht die
quantitative Gefügeanalyse aus drei aufeinander
folgenden Schritten
- Herstellung eines geeigneten Präparates

(Präparation),
seine mikroskopische, vergrößerte zweidimen
sionale Abbildung sowie eine fotografische
und / oder elektronische Nachbildung, Nachver
größerung und Vermessung (Q u a n t i t a 
t iv e M i k r 0 s k 0 pie ),
die näherungsweise Errechnung der seinen
räumlichen Aufbau charakterisierenden Daten
über stereologische Gleichungen bzw. Rechen
programme (S t e re 0 log i e ).

Das Ergebnis einer quantitativen Gefügeanalyse
sind Parameter, die das Gefüge quantitativ be
schreiben. Für eine Reihe von Werkstoffproble
men ist dies bereits die Lösung. So ist beispiels
weise die Messung von Sehnenlängen zur Be
schreibung der Größe, diejenige von Flächenan
teilen zur Beschreibung von Volumenanteilen ge
eignet. Besonders einfach ist der Parameter
"mittlere Sehnenlänge", da sein im zweidimen
sionalen Bild ermittelter Wert direkt der Sehnen
länge im räumlichen Aggregat entspricht. Ebenso
entspricht der mittlere Flächenanteil nach D e
Ie s s e direkt dem Volumenanteil eines Bestand
teils (Abb. 2). Die Größenverteilung oder mittlere
Größe der Teilchen von Pulvern, aus denen Sinter
werkstoffe hergestellt werden, gibt dem Techno
logen jenes Kriterium an die Hand, nach dem er
das technologische Rezept, wie Drücke, Tempe
raturen und Sinterdauer, festlegen kann. Die Mes
sung der Porosität solcher Sinterprodukte ermög
licht ebenso wie die mittlere Größe oder Größen
verteilung von Kristalliten in Stählen deren Quali
tätskontrolle.
Die gefügeanalytische Ermittlung von Phasenan
teilen in mehrphasigen stabilen Werkstoffen ist

Messung
von
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Obwohl gelegentlich bessere Reproduzierbarkei
ten erreicht werden, sollte für quantitative Bild
analysen zur Zeit keine höhere Genauigkeit er
wartet werden, zumal zu den präparations- und
meßtechnisch bedingten Ungenauigkeiten noch

4A! • 5
mittlere Sehnenlänge

T 3 Li
Abb. 2

Stereologische Umrechnungen vom Schnitt- oder
Projektionsbild in räumliche Parameter
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Abb. 3
Zur Ermittlung der spezifischen Oberfläche von

Glasgranulaten durch quantitative Gefügeanalyse

3. Eigenschaftsbestimmungen über
Gefügeparameter

Die bis hierher erörterten Beispiele betrafen Fälle,
in denen Gefügeparameter und deren stereologi
sche Umrechnung für den dreidimensionalen
Werkstoff bereits die erstrebte Lösung anstehen
der Werkstoffprobleme ergeben. Nun ist ein Werk
stoff nicht nur durch seinen Aufbau, sondern auch
durch seine Eigenschaften charakterisiert, die ih
rerseits vom Werkstoffaufbau abhängig und mit
den Zustandsbedingungen veränderlich sind.
Wenn sich die Eigenschaften mit dem Aufbau ei
nes Werkstoffs ändern, so muß auch ein Zusam-

'" HB-Cu
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.. HB- Messing
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spezifische Korngrenzenfläche Imm2/mm3)

Abb. 4
Die Brinell-Härte von Metallen in Abhängigkeit von ihrer

spezifischen Korngrenzenfläche

menhang zwischen seiner Gefügestruktur und
seinen Eigenschaften bestehen. Demnach müßte
die quantitative Gefügeanalyse auch Aussagen
über Eigenschaften und Eigenschaftsänderungen
ermöglichen, ohne daß diese direkt gemessen
werden.
Quantitative, empirische und halbempirische Zu
sammenhänge zwischen Eigenschaften und Gefü
gestruktur sind mehrfach nachgewiesen worden.
So ist beispielsweise bekannt, daß
- bei Hartmetallen die Koerzitivfeldstärke und die

Härte von der mittleren freien Weglänge zwi
schen den Hartstoffteilchen abhängen (3), (13)
und die Bruchfestigkeit mit dem Verhältnis der
spezifischen Korngrenzenfläche zur Summe
der spezifischen inneren Grenzflächen (Pha
sengrenzen + Korngrenzen) linear abnimmt
(4), (5),

- bei kristallinen einphasigen Werkstoffen die
Streckgrenze (O"s) mit der Kristallitgröße (L3 =
mittlere Sehnenlänge der Kristallite) nach der
Hall-Petch-Beziehung veränderlich ist (4):

o"s = 0"0 + K/ yc; [1]
(K, 0"0 = materialspezifische Konstanten)

- bei einphasigen Eisenlegierungen die Zerreiß
festigkeit (O"B) von der spezifischen Korngren
zenfläche (Sv) linear abhängt (13)

O"B = 420 + const. Sv [2]
- bei verschiedenen Metallen und einphasigen
Legierungen die Brinell-Härte (HB) mit der spe
zifischen Korngrenzenfläche (Sv) linear zu
nimmt (Abb. 4) (13):

HB = HBo + const. . Sv. [3]
Darüber hinaus ist es aber in letzter Zeit gelungen,
ein System von Gleichungen abzuleiten, die den
Gefüge-Eigenschafts-Zusammenhang für einige
Eigenschaften quantitativ erfassen (8-11), (17).
Sie gelten in ihrer derzeit vorliegenden Form für
zweiphasige Werkstoffe, wobei der Fall des porö
sen Werkstoffes mit Poren als zweite Phase ein-

·~~1

~~~
. lmm t,

.~

Mittlere projizierte Fläche
pro Teilchen· A' =L{
Mittlere spezifische Teilchen-
oberfläche : Sv =4A'

Projizierte Gesamlfläche. LA'
Anzahl van Teilchen: N

Beislliel

LA' = 3,78 mm 2

A' = 0,12 mm2

N = 32

Sv = 0,48 mm2/Teilchen

Gemessene Größen

Berechnete Größen

die Grundlage für die Aufstellung ihrer Zustands
diagramme, und die Größenbeschreibung von Ge
fügebestandteilen instabiler Werkstoffe über Seh
nenlängen ermöglicht die quantitative Verfolgung
kinetischer Vorgänge wie
- die Rekristallisationskinetik in kristallinen ein

phasigen Werkstoffen oder
- die Kornreifung in kristallinen mehrphasigen

Werkstoffen.
Für die Beschreibung der Kinetik von Wechselwir
kungsvorgängen wie der Reaktion zwischen den
Komponenten eines instabilen Werkstoffs zu
neuen Werkstoffphasen dagegen eignet sich die
Messung des Anteils der neuen Phase. Schließ
lich sei in diesem Zusammenhang noch ein Bei
spiel aus der Kernforschung aufgeführt: Für die
Endlagerung von hochaktivem Abfall ist dessen
Einschmelzen in Glas vorgesehen. Dieses Glas
soll eine möglichst hohe Beständigkeit gegen hy
drolytische Auslaugung besitzen. Glaspulver wer
den daher auf ihre Auslaugbarkeit getestet. Die
Ausmessung der Projektionsflächen (A') in Durch
lichtaufnahmen solcher Pulver (Abb. 3) liefert über
die stereo logische Beziehung von Ca u c h y (S =
4A', s. Abb. 2), deren Oberfläche (S), die ihrerseits
in die Bestimmung der Auslaugrate eingeht.
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Feldrichtung

[5]

3

2

Handelt es sich beispielsweise um sphärische
Poren, so vereinfacht sich die Gleichung dadurch,
daß F = 0,33 und cos2a = 0,33 gesetzt werden.

Die Gleichung heißt dann:

Abb. 6
Die Schnittellipse eines Rotationsellipsoids (unten) und ihre

Anpassung an reale Poren im Schnittbild (oben)

In Abb. 7 ist das Rotationsellipsoid-Einlagerungs
modell schematisch am Beispiel der Konzentra
tionsfunktion der Eigenschaften von zweiphasi
gen Werkstoffen wiedergegeben. Bei jeder Kon
zentration kann die Eigenschaft zwischen zwei
äußeren Grenzkurven variieren. Ihr tatsächlicher
Wert hängt von der Gefügestruktur des Werkstof
fes ab. Die äußeren Grenzkurven entsprechen ex
tremen Gefügeanordnungen, in denen die beiden
Phasen entweder parallel oder hintereinander an
geordnet sind. Löst man gemäß Abb. 7 die hinter
einander angeordneten Scheiben der einen
Phase auf und lagert sie in die andere Phase als
Matrixphase ein, wobei man die Orientierung bei
behält, so ändert sich der Eigenschaftswert. Än
dert man dann die Orientierung und die Form kon
tinuierlich über abgeplattete Rotationsellipsoide,
Kugeln, gestreckte Rotationsellipsoide und na
delförmige Einschlüsse mit paralleler Orientie
rung, wie in bestimmten faserverstärkten Werk
stoffen, so verschiebt sich die Eigenschaft von
einer Grenzkurve bis hin zur anderen. Der Varia-

[4]

Abb. 5
Formvarialion des Rotationsellipsoids

geschlossen ist (16). Ihre Ableitung geht aus von
einer kontinuierlichen Matrixphase, in welche die
Teilchen einer zweiten Phase diskontinuierlich
eingebettet sind. Um die Geometrie und die geo
metrische Anordnung solcher Gefügestrukturen
stereologisch zu beschreiben, werden die Teil
chen der eingebetteten Phase durch Rotations
ellipsoide substituiert, die das gleiche Volumen
bei gleichem Verhältnis von Oberfläche zu Volu
men haben wie die realen Teilchen. Dieses Modell
hat den Vorteil, daß die Form über das Achsenver
hältnis kontinuierlich variierbar ist. Dabei ergeben
sich die zylindrische Nadel, die Kugel und die
zylindrische Scheibe als Sonderfälle des ge
streckten und abgeplatteten Rotationsellipsoids.
Dies sind Formen, die für Poren als besonders
gute Näherung gelten dürfen (Abb. 5). Aber auch
feste Einschlüsse zweiter Phasen lassen sich auf
diese Weise für eine ingenieurmäßige Beschrei
bung hinreichend gut erfassen. - Ein weiterer
grundlegender Vorteil des Modells liegt darin, daß
die rotationsellipsoide Form aus Messungen im
Gefügebild bestimmbar ist. Abb. 6 zeigt dieses
Verfahren schematisch am Beispiel eines porö
sen Werkstoffes. Man mißt zunächst Fläche und
Umfang eines Realteilchens und ersetzt dieses
dann durch eine Schnittellipse, die das gleiche
Verhältnis von Fläche und Umfang aufweist. Das
Achsenverhältnis dieser Ellipse läßt sich auf sta
tistischer Grundlage über stereologische Bezie
hungen in das mittlere Achsenverhältnis eines
Rotationsellipsoids überführen, durch das die Po
ren des Werkstoffes substituiert werden. Mit dem
Achsenverhältnis dieses Rotationsellipsoids, das
dann ebenfalls bekannt ist (2), lassen sich jene
Gefügeparameter bestimmen, die in Gefüge-Ei
genschafts-Gleichungen auftreten. Ihre Ableitung
ist an anderer Stelle beschrieben (7), (8), (14),
(17). Sie ergibt, daß der Gefügeeinfluß auf die
Eigenschaften durch drei Faktoren erfaßt wird:

- den Formfaktor (Fo),
- den Orientierungsfaktor (cos 2a) und
- den Phasenkonzentrationsfaktor (co).
In welcher Form diese Faktoren in Gefüge-Eigen
schafts-Gleichungen erscheinen, ist in der folgen
den Gleichung für die Leitfähigkeit poröser Werk
stoffe gezeigt
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tionsbereich zwischen den beiden Grenzkurven
nimmt ab mit abnehmendem Unterschietl zwi
schen den Eigenschaften der reinen Phasen (Fall
B, Abb. 7). Für isotrope Werkstoffe sindinzwi
schen engere Grenzkurven abgeleitet worden
(17), (18). Da in den Grenzkurven keine Form- und

Orientierungsfaktoren mehr erscheinen, ist ihre
praktische Handhabung sehr einfach und insbe
sondere dann empfehlenswert, wenn die Grenz
kurven relativ nahe beieinander liegen, sodaß die
Ungenauigkeit gemessener Daten in dieselbe
Größenordnung fallen würden. In Abb. 8 sind ge-

Quantitative Gefüge-Analyse =

Präparation + optisch-elektronische
Messun + Rechenprogramme
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Abb.10
Schematische Darstellung der quantitativen Gefügeanalyse
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messene Werte des spezifisch-elektrischen Wi
derstandes von WC-Ag-Cermets mit den äußer
sten Grenzkurven und den Grenzkurven für den
isotropen Werkstoff verglichen. Wie die Abbildung
zeigt, werden die gemessenen Werte durch die
Grenzkurven hinreichend gut eingebunden. Abb. 9
zeigt den Vergleich von experimentellen Werten
des spezifisch-elektrischen Widerstandes für
U02-Cermets mit Metallmatrix mit derjenigen
Kurve, die für sphärische U02-Teilchen gilt (s.
Gleichung [5]).
Abschließend sind in Abb. 10 die einzelnen

Schritte der quantitativen Gefügeanalyse bis hin
zur Eigenschaftsbestimmung nochmals zusam
mengefaßt. Sie beginnt mit der Probennahme und
Kontrastierung der zweidimensionalen Schnittbil
der, ihrer optisch-elektronischen Vermessung
und der Übergabe der Meßwerte in stereologische
Rechenprogramme, aus denen die Gefügepara
meter folgen. Mit ihnen ist die quantitative Be
schreibung solcher Gefüge möglich. Sie sind so
definiert, daß sie in einem weiteren Computerpro
gramm zur Eigenschaftsberechnung benutzt wer
den können.

Zusammenfassung

Die Anwendung der Bildanalyse in der Werkstoff
forschung bildet die Grundlage für die quantitative
Gefügeanalyse. Dabei ist unter quantitativer Ge
fügeanalyse die Kombination von Probenpräpara
tion, optisch-elektronischer Messung und stereo
logischer Rechnung zu verstehen. In diesem Zu
sammenhang werden die Prinzipien der quantita
tiven Bildanalyse kurz beschrieben und ihre er
reichbaren Genauigkeiten diskutiert. Aus den op
tisch-elektronischen Messungen können Gefüge-

parameter abgeleitet werden über stereologische
Gleichungen, mit deren Hilfe die quantitative Cha
rakterisierung der Werkstoffgefüge möglich ist.
Diese Gefügeparameter gehen in Gefüge-Eigen
schaftsgleichungen ein, welche die Berechnung
von Werkstoffeigenschaften aus Gefügedaten er
möglichen und damit eine Erweiterung der Quali
tätskontrolle durch quantitative Gefügeanalyse
durch die Angabe von Eigenschaftsdaten darstel
len.

Summary

The use of image analysis procedures in materials microstructural state. The indirect microstructu
science forms the basis for quantitative micro- ral parameters provide calculations about the
structure analysis, where quantitative microstruc- materials properties without measuring them di
ture analysis means a combination of specimen rectly thus increasing the efficiency of the quan
preparation, microscopical measurement and titative microstructure analysis of engineering
stereological calculation. In that context image material. The present paper is a modified German
analyzing principles are described briefly and the version of the original in English in J. Chermant
nowadays obtained accuracy of microstructure (ed), Quantitative Analyses of Microstructures in
analysis results is discussed. Directand indirect Materials Science, Biology and Medicine, Rie
microstructural parameters are described by ste- derer Verlag GmbH, Stuttgart (1978), 103.
reological equations characterizing the material

Resume

L'emploi de I'analyse d'images dans la recherche
sur les materiaux constitue la base de I'analyse
quantitative de structure. On entend par analyse
quantitative de structure la combinaison de la
preparation des echantillons, de la microscopie
optique et electronique et du calcul stereologi
que. Dans cet ordre d'idees, on decrit les princi
pes de I'analyse quantitative d'images et on dis
cute la precision pouvant EHre ainsi obtenue. A
partir des mesures optiques et electroniques, on

peut calculer les parametres de structure en uti
lisant des equations stereologiques permettant
d'etablir les caracteristiques de structure du ma
teriau. Ces parametres de structure sont intro
duits dans les equations de proprietes de struc
ture permettant de calculer les proprietes des
materiaux d'apres les donnees sur la structure et
d'elargir ainsi le contröle de qualite gräce a
I'analyse quantitative de structure et a I'indica
tion de donnees sur les proprietes.
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EVENTS IN STEREOLOGY

Events sponsored by the International Society for Steneolugy

The following events have taken place since the last International Congress,
Salzburg, September 1979:

1. Course in Quantitative Microscopy, Department of Engineering, Chalme~ Uni~

versity of Technology, Göteborg, Sweden, October 29 ~ November 2, 1979
(H. Fischmeister and B. KarIsson).

2. Symposium on Stereology during the Meeting of the American Association for
the Advancement of Sience, San Francisco, USA, January 3~8, 1980 (H. EI ias
and E.E. Underwood).

3. Fourth International Course on t1orphometry and Stereology, Kütai, I\ustria,
January 12-19, 1980 (Wi Pfaller and A. Reith).

4. Course on Appl ied Mathematical MorpholOgg, Centre de Morphologie Mathemati~

que, Fontainebleau, France, June 2-6, 19 0 (J. Serra).

The following events are scheduled:

1. Course on Quantitative Structure Analysis, Stuttgart, FR Germany, November
24-28, 1980, (Contact Dr. H.E. Exner, Max-Planck-Institut, Seestr. 92,
D-7000 Stuttgart-1, Federal Republ ic of Germany

2. Fifth Scandinavian Course on Mor hometr and Stereology, Gausdal, Norway,
January 19-23, 19 1 Contact Dr. R. ll'sterby, Anatomical Institute, Aarhus
University, DK-8000 Aarhus, Denmark).

3. Third Euro ean S m osium for Stereolo ,Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, June 22-27,
191 Contact Prof. M. Kalisnik, Institut for Histology and Embryology, P.O.
Box 10, 61105 Ljubljana, Yugoslavia).

4. Symposium "Stereology '82", July 5-7,1982,
Sheffield University S10 2TN UK, (Contact Dr. N. James).

More events are in the stage of planning (USA 1981, England 1982, USA 1983,
various courses).

Other meetings of inJerest

The follo~ing events are scheduled by other Societies (Cooperation of the Inter~
national Societies for Stereology is sought for):

1. Image Analysis Techniques and Ap I ications, Tuscon, Arizona, USA, January 6-9,
19 1 Cont~ct Society of Photographic Scientists and Engineers, 1411 K Street,
N.W., Suite 930, Washington DC 20005, USA).

2. Sixth European Anatomical Con ress (featuring special symposia on image analy
sis and morphometry , Hamburg, September 28 - Oktober2, 1981 (Contact Prof.
W. Lierse, P.O. Box 302360, D-2000 Hamburg 36, Federal Republ ic of Germany
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ROUNO TABlE MEETING OF THE COMPUTER IMPlEMENTATION GROUP.

1) It was agreed that there was a need for such a group in order to avoid

redupl ication of effort by the various interested members of ISS.

2) It was also agreed that members of the group should pool their various

programs, with a view to combining the best features together to form a

complete stereological package which would ideally contain

1. Experimental optimization routines

2. Counting routines, either manual and/or interfaced to digitizing
equipment.

3. A universally agreed format for data storage.

4. Statistical routines.

3) O'r. laurence Scales, who is a computer scientist, was appointed as co

ordinator. He was co~sidered weIl suited because of his wide knowledge

of programming language and asso~iated implementation problems. An ad

ditional advantage is that liverpool University has a fully equipped

microprocessor laboratory. Thus there will be the opportunity to pro

duce the final result on "burned" PROM chips.

4) All interested parties were requested to send details of their programs

and hardware setup to Or. l. Scales, The Compute~ laboratory, University

of liverpool, P.O. Box 147, liverpool, l69 3BX, U.K., by Christmas.

This should be advertised in the Newsletter. This formation will then

be made into a Register and recirculated. The best features of all the

programs will be formed into an improved package design and sent to all

interested members for comment and critisism by not later than 1980. It

is intended that a working version of this package be produced by not

later than September 1981 in time for a between congress meeting at a

venue to be arranged.

5) It is intended that this work will be conducted in close'collaboration

with Or. Grip from Uppsala and Or. Hoppeler from Bern.

6) It was agreed that the official newsletter did not appear often enough

to suit our purpose and that abulIetin should be sent to a readers

ship restricted to those directly involved. The cost of this could

probably be met by the University.

Vyvyan Howard

laurence Scales

Hans Hoppeler

Sverker Griph


